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serve paper.

Yoong Wild West Fighting the Indians
Or, THE UPRISING OF THE UTES
By A~ OLD SCOVT

CHAPTER !.-How the Cavalry was Saved.
A horseman in the uniform of Uncle Sam was
riding slowly down the sharp descent that led to
the upper part of the Green River, in the foothills of the Gros Ventre Ranire. His left arm
was in a sling and a blood-stained bandage was
about his neck, while the horse, which was really
a fine specimen of a cavalry horse, was jaded
and bedraggled in appearance.
"Water at last!" exclaimed the rider, his pale
faee flushing and his eyes brightening. "A good
drink for myself and hor::;e, and to fill my canteen, and then I must ford the stream and go on.
I must deliver the message to Colonel James.
The treaeherous Utes are on the warpath, and
the quicker they are subdued the better it will be.
If that confounded wound in my neck would only
stop bleeding I would feel better. But I must go
on. Ah! The water at last!"
The cavalryman dismounted and plunged into
the water, and the next minute he was filling his
canteen. He drank eagerly from it, while fue
tire<l steed held its nose to the water and drank
as only a thirsty animal can. The cavalryman
looked back along the trail he had followe!i and
shrugged his shoulders.
"I suppose they have followed me," he muttered. "One or two of them have, anyhow. They
won't let me get away if they can possibly help
ft. The fiends! It will soon be dark, too, for
the sun went down as I came up the last rise.
Come, Jerry, old boy! Are you through drinking?"
The horse raised its head, as though understanding what he said, the water dripping from
its mouth and a look of almost human intelli~nce shining from its eyes. The horse was ready
to do its best, that was ce1·tain. If the noble
animal could have spoken, it would surely have
said that much. The cavalryman waded aeross
the shallow stream, leading the animal behind
him, and once on the other side he mounted and
rode to the east for a timber patch, which was
not more than three miles distant. If he could
reach that before any of the Utes showed up on
his trail, he thought he would be safe in taking a
needed rest.
The cavalryman, whose name was Walter J asper, a private of the Ninth Cavalry, had left his

company hemmed in among the rocks by over five
hundred Indians, and had set out to reach Colonel
James, who was in command of about four hundred men, and was supposed to be searching for
rebelling Utes somewhere between the Green
River and the Wind River Range. It was a ctaring thing for the young man to do, and he had
barely escaped with his life in the attempt. But
he knew that his companions, who numbered
sixty, could hold off the redskins as long as
twenty-four hours, and if he could only find the
main body of the cavalry and get them thei-e by
that time they would be saved. Their stock of
water and provisions would be e.."hausterl before
that time, but men can fight when hunger ancr
thirst stare them in the face, and Walter JaRper
was confident that the redskins would never rlrive
them from the rocks until they succumbed to
thirst.
The young man was daring to a great degree,
and if he succeeded in what he had undertaken
he knew it would most likely mean promotion-.
And now, wounrled and almoRt exhaucted, he had
left the last of his purauers behind, and was
making for the timber, after crossing the river.
But he knew very well that the Indians had not
given up the pursuit. They knew why he had
left the camp among the rocks as well as he did
himself. They would not iet him carry the news
to Colonel James if they could possibly prevent
it. The cunning redskins were but waiting for
night to come, and then they would creep upon
him as he was catching the sleep that he so
needed. Jasper rode on for the timber, casting
a look over his shoulder occasionallv. The timber was yet a mile distant when he ·slowed down
to a walk, and the shades of night were beginning to gather. Suddenly he heard a yell off to
the left, and, looking that way, he was dismayerl
to see four Indians galloping toward him.
It flashed upon him instantly that when the
red fiends had disappeared an hour or so before
they had taken another route, with the idea of
heading him off. Crang! A bullet whistled over
his head. The redskins had bel?'Un what seemed
to be the final attack. Walter Jasper dismounted
and P"ot behind the horse that had done its level
best. to take him to safety. Resting the rifle he
carried on the saddle, he took aim and fired a
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shot. Handicapped as he was, by his left arm
being in a sling, the bullet went true to the mark,
and the foremost of the quartette of redskins
dropped from the back of his mustang.
Encouraged by his success, Jasper fired again.
This time he hit a horse, and as the animal tumbled the 1'ide1· went flying over its head. Crang-!
Crang! Two of the Utes fired almost simultaneously, and, with a cry that was almost human,
the steed that had carried the cavalryman so far
on his WU" for help staggered and fell. The
wounded man barely escaped being caught under
it as the animal fell, but he had presence of mind
enough to drop and lie behind. Yelling like the
fiends thev were, the Ute braves bore down upon
the brave cavalryman. Crack! This time ,Tasper's aim was true. One of the i,vo redskins
uttered a sharp cry and reeled in the saddle. As
the mustang leaped forward, he fell, almost upon
the dead horse of the cavalryman. The Indian
\vas dead. however, so there was nothing to fear
from him. The other one sheered off and rode
to get around behind the brave man, and a
quick glance showed .Jasper that the mustang
had been caught by the fellow he dismounted
with a shot. Once more he tried his rifle. He
took verv careful aim now, and as he pulled the
trigger and the sharp report sounded, the Ute,
who had succeeded in catching the horse, threw
up his arms and fell. Crack! A sharp sting on
his ear told Jasper that he had better look out
for the last of the four. The blood was trickling
from his ear, but he knew it was not a dangerous
wound he had received, and he drew himself close
to the ground and emptied his revolver at the
wily redskins. Uttering- a savage yell of exultation, the Ute now came riding toward him,
holding a rifle to his shoulder, ready to send the
bullet that would wind up the fight. But just
then a puff of smoke came from the crest of a
hill nearly a quarter of a mile away. Crang!
WalteJ· Jasper could scarcely believe the ~vidence
of his· own eves ::md ears. The last of the four
Indians let /to his rifle and slid, as limp as a rag,
frc.m the· hack of his horse!
"Saved, by jingo!" he gasped, and then a film
came before his eyes and he fainted. When he
came to, a few minutes later, some one was
bending over him and holding a flask to his lips.
He took a good swallow and then made a motion
to rise to a sitting posture. · He was assisted in
doin.e: this by the man, who gave a nod o.f sfttisfaction, and exclaimed:
"Great o·imlets! 1 reckon he's all right, after
all, Willl."
'I'he e}'es of the cavalrvman tumed to the pe!'son the remark was addressed to. He saw a
handsome boy, who was attired in a fancy hunting suit of buckskin, standing close by, a Winchester rifle in his hands. A wealth 01 light,
chestnut hair hung over the boy's shoulders, and
as Jasper looked at him he made up his mind
that he was about as dashing and fearle&s-looking
as anv one he had ever seen.
"Do you feel better~'' the boy a~ked, stooping
to the (1·1·ountl and nodding- en~ouragingly.
"Yes," the cavalryman answered. "I lcww I
was saved, and then I fainted. You see, I have
lost •msitlerable blood, and I was prett..'{ well
tired out. Who was it that fired in fol'l c to save
1ne ?"
"Weli, T did the trick. My partnei' and I rode

hard whrn we heard the shooting, but we I1ad to
get to the top of the hill before we could see what
was going on. When I saw that a cavalryman
was down and a redskin was making for him so
finish him, I just let the galoot take his medicine."
The man with the black hair and mustache now
went at work dressing the wounds of the cavalryman. He soon had stopped the bleeding, and
then, with a nod of satisfactlon, he observed:
"There! I reckon that'll do t l1l we git over
to ther camp. You ain't goin' ter die from what
the1· redskins done to yer, that's one thing. I
reckon you'll be able ter do some more fightin'
in a few days. You're made of good stuff; I
kin see that."
"Well, I guess I must be, for I've had a pretty
tough time of it," was the reply.
He then told just what had happened, and why
it was that he had set out alone across the. wild
country.
"We thought the Utes might be on the warpath," said the dashing boy, looking thoughtfully
in the direction of the river. "We saw Indian
signs this morning. Signals were going up--columns of smoke, I mean-in the north and west.
"Well, I reckon we'll help you out, all right,
Mr.---"
"Jasper is my name-Walter Jasper, and I'm
only a private of the Ninth Cavalry," said the
wounded man.
"Al l rir;ht, Jasper. My name is Young Wild
West. This is my partner, Cheyenne Charlie.
Jim Dart is over at our camp, with the girls and
our two Chinamen. I reckon, between the lot of
us, we can help you out, and manage to save your
friends from the Utes."
"Not Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot!" gasped the cavalryman, in surprise.
"The very same, Jasper. Just keep a stiff upper lip now. You are going to come out of this
all right."

CHAI'TER Il.---The Camp of Young Wild West.
The cavalryman looked at the dashing boy in
silent admiration for the space of several sec·onds. Then he put out his hand, and said:
"Shake hands, Young Wild West! I have heard
c.f you and your two pards. You are Indian fighters, I know. I am very, very glad to meet you.
I feel it in my bones that you can help_ me save
the sixty men I left back among the rocks, thirty
miles from here. You can find Colonel James in
time."
"We Y,, : try, you can bet!" retorted Young
Wild West, as he gripped his hand.
Then Jasper turned and shook with the boy's
partner, who was no other than the well-kno,vn
scout and Indian fighter. Young Wild West was,
beyond a doubt, the best-known of all the heroes
of the Wild West at the time of which we write.
Though but a boy in years, he was a man in
every other way, and his deeds of daring and the
good he had done in helping keep down bad redskins and lawless bands of outlaws and renegades
had caused him to be known far and neaT, and
to be loved and honored by the honest p eople and
hated and fen,Ted by the bad. He had won the
title of the Champion Deadshot of the West, and
b~causo of his wonderful abilities in riding and
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breaking the wild horses of the plains he had
been nicknruned the Prince of the Saddle,
Cheyenne Charlie, though a man and fully ten
years the bov's senior, looked upon the clashing
young- deadshot as his leader and adviser, and
whatever Young Wild West said or suggested invariably suited him. The camp of our hero was
at the edge of the woods, a full mile from the
spot where the cavalryman had dismounted to
make what he thought was his last stand, and
waiting thel'e for the boy and Cheyenne Charlie
were Jim Dart, his other partner, who was a boy
of about his own age, and the girls and the t,.vo
Chin:.-,m<'n he had mentioned. The girls were
Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie; Arietta
l',lurdock, the young deadshot's charming sweetheart, and Eloise Gardner, Jim Dart's sweetheart. Arietta and Eloise were mere gids, but
they loved the outdoor life thev were leading, as
did the wi:i'e of the scout. Arietta was a real girl
of the West, and Anna and Eloise had been there
just long enough to be used to it, an<l to like
the breezy st';le of the people they came in contact with. It was here that Nature showed up
in her true form, and though the dangers they
came in contact with were many, they had become used to them and relied on their gallant
and daring escorts to carry them through in
safety. As Young Wild West and his two partners were the owners of several gold and silver
mines in different parts of the West, and were interested in ventures that brought them in a good
income, they were at liberty to pursue their favorite hobbv. which was to travel from nlace to
place throughout the most unpopulated region of
the Wil<l West. Few cavalrymen who had been
in the service any length of time had not heard
of the dashing- younfl deadshot and his partners,
for they were well known to the commanders of
the different forts and army posts., and had served
them greatly on more than one occasion during
the Indian uprisings. And now that the uprising
of the Utes had occurred, they were ready and
willing to serve again, though they had not as
yet been called upon by the Government authorities. ·wild, as those who knew him well gene1·ally called him, cleverly caught one of the mustangs that had belonged to the redskins with his
lariat, and then he assisted Cheyenne Charlie to
remove the saddle from the dead horse that had
stuck to the cavalryman to the last. The mustang was without such a thing as a saddle, for
few Indians ever ovmed such equipment, but it
' did not object to being saddled, just the same. A
few minutes later Walter Jasper had been assisted to mount the animal, and then all three
rode for the camp at the edge of the woods.
Jasper was a ve1·y g-rateful young man, to say
the least.
"I hope I haven't been the means of getting
you into trouble," he said anxiously. "You said,
I believe that there were girls at your camp.
Suppose the redskins should come-what then?"
"Well it won't be the first time they came," replied Y~ung Wild West calmly. "As I said before, we saw Indian signs this morning, and that
has made us see to it that we got a pretty secure camping place. We came up from the Southwest, and it must have been the very band of
Utes that attacked your company who were making the smoke signals. We were mighty lucky
that we did not run into them unexpectedly."
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They were not long in reaching Young Wild
West's camp. It was nearly dark when they got
there, but that did not keep the cavalryman from
seeing a little column of smoke rising above the
underbrush v, hen they were within a few yards
of it. Jim Dart was en the watch for the return
of his partners, and he called out to them the
moment he heard th~m coming.
"Everytlling is all right, Jim," sai<l Wild. "We
were in time. We saved a cavalryman, who was
making a gteat fight with four Utes. He downed
three of them, but the fourth about had him when
I drew a bead on him. He is hurt a little, but
I reckon he'll be all right in a few days. They're
onlv flesh wounds:'
Charlie assisted the cavalryman to dismount,
and then he shook hands with Jim, who led him
through the bushes into the camp, which was situated in a little hollow, with a high, perpendicular bank on one side and almost entirely surrounded by rocks on the others. A fire was burnin~· well under the bank, and it was almost concealed from view by small cedars that had been
cut and stacked around it. Young Wild Vvest ··
his partners never did anytbin.,. by halves, and
h."TlowinP' that therP. were Indians on the warooth,
they had prepared for an attack. A Chinaman
was busv cookinQ' the evening meal over a fire,
and gathered near it were the girls. The scout'a
wife was a younst woman, well ove1· twenty, but
she was called a girl, just the same. The fact
that she was married did not alter the case in
the estimation of our friends. Wild quickly introduced Walter Jasper and brieflv related how
he had been saved from the redskins. The cavalrvman was ·warmlv welcomed, and he gratefully accented the seat near the fire that was
offered him by the Chinese cook. It was in the
fall of the year, and the nights were very chilly.
Young Wild West had started on a trip to Salt
Lake City from Weston, in the Black Hills, it
being one of the earlier trips he had made, after
first takinP- the girls along. After they had got
to Salt Lake City and remained there long enough
to transact the business he had there, they would
go on south to Arizona. But just now it looked
as though they might not reach their destination
as soon as they expected to. The uprising of
the Utes might upset their plans entirely. Jasper told his story in detail, and by the time M
was through Wing Wah, the cook, announced that
the supper was ready. It was then that the other
Chinaman traveling with our friends made his
appearance. He was Hop Wah, a brother of the
cook, and he looked very much like him, only he
was probably the more innocent of the two. But
he was only innocent in looks, for he really was
a very clever Celestial. He was a professional
card sharp, a sleight-of-band performer, and a
practical joker. Hop also liked whisky, which he
called "tanglefoot," a little too much, and he had
a way of prevaricating, when the truth would do
just as well. Sometimes he took articles that did
not belong to him, too, so it will be seen that he
had some traits that could hardly be called good
ones. But he had served Young Wild West and
his friends well a good many times, and they
were willing to overlook his shortcomings for
this reason. Hop looked at the wounded cavalryman and bowed.
"Me velly muchee glad to see um Melican soldier a.Hee samee alive," he said.
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"Well, I am P'lad that I am alive," retorted
Jasper, smiling faintly.
Just then Jim Dart, who was on the watch,
hurried in and exclaimed, in a whisper:
"Redskins:"
All hands knew what that meant, and they got
ready for business.
CHAPTER III.~Two Prowling Redskins.
"Did you see any of them, Jim!" Young Wild
West asked, as he gripped the stock of his revolver and tried to neer through the darkness.
"No, but I heard them," was the. reply. "Thev
are signaling from the right and left. The owl
hoot is their signal. I made sure that it was not
owls before I came and told you."
"Ah! Maybe there are not very many of them.
I reckon I'll go and see."
The dashing young deadshot handed his rifle
to his sweetheart, and then he promptly loft the
camp. Jim had said the signal came from the
right and left, and that meant that the redskins
were at the edge of the woods. Knowing that
his pa1tners would be on the watch and that it
would go hard with the redskin who came too
close to the c:unp, he went off to the right. Just
then the hoot of an owl sounded about a hundred
feet away.
"I reckon that bird is on the ground," muttered'
the· boy. "He hasn't got wings, either. I'll just
make his acquaintance and find out what he
wants."
He moved stealthily in the direction the cry
came from, just as it was answered from a point
below. In less than a minute he saw something
moving close to the edge of the woods. Wild was
certain that it was an Indian, and he made ready
to treat him to a surprise. The 11edskin was coming- that way, so he moved so he would be right
in his path. Then he waited. A rustle in the
fallen leaves showed him where the Indian was
the very next minute. He was less than ten feet
from him, and was moving slowly. Wild was
crouching behind a bush, his revolver grasped hy
the barrel. Nearer came the creeping redskin.
Wild waited until he was within easy reach, and
then he struck him a blow on the head ,vith the
butt of his six-shooter.
"Let out one little yell and you'll die, Redskin!"
he exclaimed, speaking in a sharp whisper. But
he had the surprised Ute by the throat before
the words hardly left his lips. A gasping sound
came from him, and that was all. He had been
taken completely by surprise, and before he c0uld
recover Wild had the muzzle of his revolver
pressed ug·ainst his forehead. Just then t 1 ,e ,;ignal came from the left of the camp. Wilrl quickly gaYe the hoot of an owl in answer. He smiled
as the redskin below did it again.
"Redskin," said he, in a low tone, "vo,1 Just tell
me how many of you there are sneaking around
here. Hurry up, if you want to live!''
"Two Utes come to find tha soldiec," was tlte
quick reply; "me one, and anothet over there."
"No more than two, eh?"
The redskin shook his head.
"All right. I'll take you at your word. If
there ai,e any more, you shall die, that's all."
The boy quickly took the Ute's weapons from
Jahn, and ·then, holding- him by the right arm, he

marched him back toward the camp. He reached
the r.amp very quickly, making the redskin tread
lightly as they went. Cheyenne Charlie was
right there to take charge of the prisoner .
"I reckon you'd better go an' git ther other
one Ii.ow, Wild," he whispered.
"Just what I was thinking about, Charlie," was
the reply.
Just then the captured Ute let out a cry of
warning. Rather than let his companion be
caught, he was risking his own life. Young- Wild
West bounded away like a shot. As he burst
from the cover of the woods a shot sounded and
a bullet whizzed over his head. Then he saw the
form of a man running swiftly away. Wild leveled his revolver, but did not fire. Then he saw
a quick flash and he dropped to the ground.
Crack! A sharp report sounded, and once more
he heard the hum of a bullet.
"I reckon that will be about enough for you!"
he exclaimed, under his breath.
The running redskin was a good fifty yards
away, but Wild could see him quite distinctly.
He was upon one knee now, and just as he was
going t(} fire another shot rang out. Then Wild
took a quicl~ atm and pulled the trigger. Dark
as it was, the bullet went straight to the mark.
The Indian uttered a yell, staggered on a few
paces, and then dropped to the ground.
"That's what you got for trying to drop me,"
the brave boy muttered. "I'll just make sure
that you got it for fair."
· He sprang to his feet and ran lightly ·to the
spot. Crack! The redskin, who was badly wounded, but with enough strength left to fir.e another
shot, sent a bullet at him. But his aim was bad,
for it was his last effort. He dropped the revolver and fell back, the death song on his livs.
Wild saw that the redskin was done for, and he
stood over him for a minute or two. and th~n,
finding that he had expired, turned and went
back toward the woods. He was met by the
scout, who had come to assist him, thinking he
might have got the worst of the exchange of
shots.
"It is all right, Charlie," Wild said. "The red
galoot tr~ed hard to down me, but his aim was
bad. I had to give it to him, or else let him get
away. He is done for."
They walked back to the camn and found that
Jim had taken the precaution to bind the prisoner to a tree. The Ute paid no attention to
what was taking place around him, but sat as he
had been tied, an express' on of indifference on his
ugly, painted face.
"Well, redskin," said Wild, walking up to him,
"your pard g-ot his medicine. You tried your
level best to warn him, so he could get away; but
it didn't work. He shot at me three times, but
it did him no good. I only had to fire once, and
when I shoot I always bring- down my game.
· Now then, just let us know what the Utes are
up to.'"'
"Ugh!" grunted the brave sullenly. "Paleface
boy heap much fool. He get killed and scalped!n
"Will I? Well you just wait and see. I am
going to let you live long enough to show you
that I won't get killed and scalped-not this trip,
anyhow."
"Big- Chief Bear Face wm show."
"Oh, it is Bear Face who is leading the uprising, is it! Well, I happen to know him, and
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I reckon he knows me, too. I met him once
Then Hop's mouth closed with a snap that
when he was an ally of Sitting Bull's. Tlie Gov- fairly made his teeth rattle and his eyes twitched.
ernment authorities let him off that time, beA sigh and then a loud sneeze was the result.
cause they had no proof against him. B.1t if I
Wing joined right in with llim, and for the next
get him now, you can bet that I will m ake him two or three minutes the cook and his brother
take his medicine. He won't stand the chance of seemed to be trying to outdo each other at
a trial this trip, and you can bet on that,!''
sneezing.
"Young Wild West heap much brag," said the
They tumbled out of the tent and ran around,
Indian calmly.
unable to see for tlie time being.
"Oh you know me, do you? Well, all right.
The scout got out of the way, and when Wild
You w'm see how much I brag. Wait nnti! morn- and Jim came running up, not knowing just what
ing, and I'll put you on a job that you wili like. to mal,;:e of it, Hop and Wing were doing a sort of
I am going to send a message to Bear F a..:e by war dance.
you."
"Me no likee!" yelled Hop, and then he sneezed
The face of the prisoner lighted up for a
moment; then the same old expression of indif- again.
"Hip hi!" cried Wing. "Allee samee burnee
ference came back. The night passed quietly
enough, which told plainly that t he two Utes who likee pepper, so be."
The girls soon appeared on the scene, and then
had tried to spy upon the caffil) of our friends
after dark were the last of those wpo had fol- Charlie felt that it was his duty to explain mat~
,
lowed the cavalryman. As soon a s it was day- ters.
"I jest wanted ter show Jasper how I could
light Young Wild West was up and stining. The
rest soon followed him, with the exception of the wake ther lazy galoots,'' he said. "It's only a
two Chinamen, who generally slept as long as little pepper what's eausin' all ther fun. I reckon
they could mornings. The first thinP" that Chey- they'll soon git over it."
It was fully ten minutes before they did get
enne Cha1·lie did was to look after the wounds of
Walter Jasper. The scout had put in so muc)l over it, however, and the girls were unanimous
time on the -.,Jains that he had become quite a in declaring that it was a rather cruel joke.
Hop had got much the worst of it, but he was
sur·geon, and, as he carried sti·ips of plaster and
the one the scout was after, anyhow.
ointment in his saddlebags, he could make
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie," Hop said,
pretty good job of it.
"I reckon you'll git all right in a few days," he when it was all over. "Me allee samee gittee
~aid, as he finished the work. "You was mighty square, so be."
luckv that a bone didn't git touched, 01· that one
"You was square afore yer had anything done
of them veins in 'your neck wasn't cut. You'll be to yer, I r eckon," was the retort. "How many
able ter use that arm a little by to-morrer. Your times have yer made .a fool out of, me, hey?''
·
blood is in mighty good shape, an' that's ther
"Me no makee foolee outee you, Misler Charlie;
main thing."
.
me no could do lat. You always a foolee, so be."
"I am ver y much obliged to you for what you
"There it goes ag'in! I wish I'd ~give it to yer
·h ave done for m e," was the r eply. "Some time worse than I did. Blamed if I don't!"
I may be able to repa y you."
·
"A funny Chinaman that," remarked Jasper.
"Oh, I'm all paid now, so don 't think anything "He is a great ·. deal smarter than he looks, I
more about that pa1-t of it. I reckon I'll r out guess."
out th em t wo h eathens now , fur I want m y break"I should reckon so," Cha1·lie answered. "You'll
fast."
find that out if yer stay in his company very
With a bro ad grin on his w eat her-beaten f ace, long."
the scout walked to t h e t ent where t he two CelesThe girls assist ed Wing in getting the breaktials wer e sound asleep.
fast r eady, while our hero and Jim went
to
He beckoned to t h e cavalryman, who at once look for signs of the Utes. None could beout
seen
went to his side.
from th eir point of vision, so they came back
" Do yer want t er see 'em w ake up in a hur r y ?" and at e their morning meal.
he asked.
·
"Well, what are yer goin' t er do now, Wild?"
The pair looked so comical , lying there, bo~h asked ,t he scou~, a s he saw the young cleadshot
with their mouths open, t hat J asper nodded ln tur n his at1.ent1on to the prisoner, who had been
t he affirmative.
allowed to lie down during the nlght, and had
"Th at g aloot there, which is n amed Hop, is been covered with a blanket.
always playin' some kind of a trick on me, so_I
"Let the redskin go," was the reply. "In the
r eckon I'll git a little square," went on Charlie. fi:st place! we don't want to be bothe;red wi t h
"Now, you jest watch me wake him up. _\\-hen he hrm ; and, rn the second place, I want him to take
w akes, yer kin bet ther othe1· one will wake, a messag·e to Bear Face."
too."
"But that will only make ther red galoots come
Going to the leather sack, where the small an' git us all ther sooner. Jaspe1· .says there's
things of their supplies were kept, Charlie got easy six hundred of 'em."
·
out some black pepper.
"Well, th ere are ·nearly that number in Colonel
Jasper saw what it was, and a smile crept over James' command, Charlie."
his countenance.
"Yes; but they ain't here."
Regardless of the fact that the stuff might
"They will be silong- soon enough."
fall into his eyes, the scout sprinkled a goodly
"I hope you're right."
quantity of the pepper right into Hop's face.
"Well, it strikes me that way, -anyhow."
Then he let some go at Wing ..
Wild now walked over to t he t>rave and cut
At first there was no change in the features of him loose.
the two Celestials.
"Give him a bite to eat, Wing," h e ;aairl
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"That's a Government qutfit, as sure's guns!"
The cook came along with a chunk of broiled
ve:qison, which he handed to the hungry brave. exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
He did not hesitate to eat and drink, and when
he had finished that which had been given him
he acted as though he wanted more.
"Give him ano_ther piece, Wing," ordered our CHAPTER IV.-Saving the Government.Sur veyor
hero. "I don't mean to send him away hungry."
Two of the approaching horsemen worn th~
'He's had enough," Charlie declared, who uniforms of the service, and the scout's sharp
would have been for · sending Mm away on an eyes had noticed it right away.
empty stomach, for he had no use for a redskin.
"Right you are, Charlie!" exclaimed Young'
The brave got his extra piece of v,enison, howWild West. "And if I am not mistaken thes are
ever, and then he looked at the young deadshot the Government surveyors the cavalrymen are
. and said:
looking for. I have met such outfits before, and
"What Young Wild West want me say to Bear . that is one of them, you can bet! The instru'
Face?''
ments they use are in the wagon."
"Well, you tell him that Young Wild West is
"I guess you are right, Mr. West," spoke up
coming with five hundred soldiers to clean him Walter Jasper. "They are Government survey,
out, so he had better make tracks for the reserva- ors, sure enough."
tion. The soldiers will be along by noon, so you
Our friends now came to a halt and waited for
won't have no time to get there and back before the wagon and horsemen to come up. The stranthat time. You understand what I say, don't gers seemed to be very glad to see them wait-you?''
ing for them, for the driver of the wagon whipped
"M,s understand."
up the mules and they came on at a faster gait.
"All right. Now light out. If you are lucky When our friends saw that the mules were well
enough to find one of the horses your gang had nigh exhau"ted, they wondered why they wer.
you can ride: if you don't find one, you will have in such a hurry.
"What's the trouble?" Wild called out, as h•
to- foot ft. Go on, and don't forget what I say."
The Indian gave a grunt, and then he. set out rode out to meet them, and saw· that one of th•
on a run from the camp, as thoug11 he wanted to men had a banda~e around his head. "Red.
get ~ut of sight as quickly as possible. When he skins?"
"Yes," came the 1·eply. "About a ·dozen of them
had disappeared over the crest of . the hill, half
a mile away, our hero turned to his companions attacked us a couple of miles up the rive1· . . One
and ebserved·:
of our men was out at the time trying to shoot
"Now we will strike out for the ravine we some game, and we fear that they · have caught
· · ... ,
pa;,sed late yesterday afternoon. You remember him."
Then the officer in charge of the party prohow near we came to Cllmping there. It is a
rouch better place than this to stand a short ceeded to relate how they had fought the redsiegei and that is what we will have to do, most skins, and after shooting three or four of them,
likely, for Bear Face will take about half his had manag-ed to get away. The missing mara
braves and come to look for us. That will give was a young surveyor named William Atwell, and
the cavalryman a . chance, too. The troops will they were very much worried about him.
"How many-of the Indians are there left?" Wilcl
be in this neighborhood by .nightfall, all right,
for they won't lose much time, since they must asked.
"Not more than ,eight, at the most," was the
be on the trail of the Utes."
"We were afraid they would get hold of
reply.
Even Charlie was satisfied that this move would the valuable
instruments we have in the wagon,
be about the best thina- to do. Walter Jasper so we thought w.e had better make for some place
was a little uneasy, however! as he could not where
would be able to hold them off. As it
make himself believe that t 1e troops he had is, we we
were forced to leave one of our the.odostarted to find were so '4ery close by. But there lites behind. I suppose the red fiends have browas nothing for him to do but to go with Young ken it up long- before this."
Wild West and his friends, for he was in no consaid our hero coolly, "you just go oa
dition to go on alone. The Chinamen soon were tn "Jim,"
the 1·avine. and take these fellows with you.
loading the pack horses with the camping outfit, Charlie and I will go and look for the missiq
and then, a little later, all hands were mounted
and on the move. The ravine that our hero spoke man."
The young deadshot then nodded to Cheyenne
of was right near the river the cavalryman had
and then the two rode off, not bothering'
forded the night before, and a small tributary of Charlie,
let the strangers know who they were.
ft flowed from it.' There was grass there for to "A
sick lot ter be out in ther lnjun countheir horses 1 and it was so situated that it would try, I p11ttv
reckon," remarked the scout, as they rode
be bad for tne redskins to drive them out, as the
oft'. "If they downed three or four redskins, u
mouth was very narrow, and it was impossible that mild-faced leftenant says they did, I reckoa
to descend the rocky sides or even shoot at them they must have been blind ones. We'll find out
from above, since the ledges overhung the place somethin' about that afore we git back. .I never
on both sides. It was what might be called a heard no shootin', did you?"
"blind ravine," for it ended abruptly a hundred
"No, Charlie, I didn't. I wouldn't be surprised
yards from the mouth against a steep, irregular
cliff that a mountain goat -could not climb. The if thev had fled without a shot being fired."
• "Ther galoots didn't offer ter go with ·111,
party pushed on, toward this spot, and as they
·
neared it their attention was suddenly caHed to a either."
"No; and if they had I wouldn't have allowe4
covered wagon that_was drawn by two mules, and
he.If a dozen mounted men approaching along the them to. I reckon we don't want such fellows 11
they are with us."
river bank.
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They kept on the trail the wagon had made and
soon rounded a bend and came to a spar:;e dump
of timber. When they had gone a mile they
came upon a sight at the foot of the slope that
made them get ready for business. Five UtE:s
were dancinp about a young man, who had his
arms bound to his sides, flourishinp: knives and
pistols.
"Ah!" exclaimed Wild, as they rode for a little
hollow to the left. "I reckon we've got to do
some business now, Charlie. "The Utes have
got the Government surveyor, all right."
"Y.es an' there ain't but five of 'em!" retorted
the sc~ut, shru~ging his shoulders and l?oking
disgusted. "Wild, do yer s'pose them six galoots what we jest left run awav from only that
many redskins, an' left their friend ter git his
medicine?"
"They may have," wa_s t~e reply.. "But as ':ve
heard no shooting I am mclmed to thmk they did,
anyhow. But we'll soon find out. We'll dismount here and go and get that young man away
from the red fiends. I reckon it won't take long
to do it. Don't shoot unless the Utes show _fight,
Charlie."
"A11 right, Wild."
.
They dismounted and then made their way out
of the hollow and reached a point that was not
more than fifty yards from the spot where the
redskins had theh prisoner. They were dragging their captive toward a clumo of tree~, near
which were scattered parts of some broken mstruments pertaining to the. work of surveyin~.
''Ther red galoots has busted ther toddly1te· ther
leftenant was talkin' about, I reckon," whispered
the scout. ·
.
"Theodolite, you mean, Charlie," correct~d ~ild,
smiling at his partnei:'s way of pron:ounc1~g it:
"Well whatever it 1s, then. A thmg with s1ch
a name' as that oughter be busted, anyhow. . I'm
jest itchin' ter git at them Utes, Wild."
"Well, we'll take them by surprise. Just. you
ta ..e it easy. now."
The Government surveyor was tied to a tree,
and one of the Utes picked up one of the broken
instruments and tried to look through it. Just
then a shout sounded close at hand, and, turning,
the captive saw Young Wild West coming. Wild
and Charlie sprang into the very midst of the
redskins before they were aware of their presence.
"Hands up, Redskins!" cried the b_oy; in a ringing voice of command. "I reckon this programme
has got to be changed a little."
-''Look out!" cried the surveyor, who seemed as
much surprised as the Utes at the fearlessness of
the two. "They will catch you!"
Just then one of the treacherous redmen sprang
at our hero with an uplifted knife. Crack! The
scout fired at him at a distance of less than six
feet, and down he went. The rest had their
hands up, showing that they meant to surrender.
"I reckon no five redskins are going to catch
us, while we are looking, anyhow," Wild said,
smiling at the prisoner in his cool and easy way.
"Charlie, just cut him loose. I reckon he'll feel
better then."
·
The Government surveyor was soon liberated,
and he looked truly thankful. Before he could
express his thanks, Wild told him to gather up
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his weapons, which were a rifle; revolver and
hunting knife.
"I reckon that instrument is no good," our
hero remarked, pointing to the wrecked theodolite.
"Well, it might be," was the reply. ·'I may as
well take it."
"All right. But wait until I start these red
fiends from here."
Wild had no intentlons of making- the I'ndians
prisoners, but he did not intend to allow them to
go away armed. A word to Cha1·Jie and they
were quickly relieved of their wrnpons and ,1mmunition. Their ponies were·fa a .bunch of timber a few yards di-stant, and, pointing to them,
the dashing young deadshot exelaimed:
"Light out. you sneaking c-0yotes. Tell old
Beal' Face that Young Wild WesLand five hundred soldier,; are coming to clean hhn out. before
the sun sets to-day! Move, now! Hu,1·ry ·u p!"
The Utes understood plainly what he sai<l, and
they lost no time in obeying.
CHAP'rER V.--A CowardJy Lot.
As the Utes rode away, leaving the body of
the one Charlie had shot where it fell, Wild
turned to the surveyor, and said:
·
"Well, they meant to put the screws to · you, I
i-eckon. How did they happen to catch you 1"
"The party I was with was getting ready -t o
move, and I thought I would. walk back here and
try and get a shot at some duck I saw light .in
the river," the young' man answer,ecf. "I had not
been thexe long, just out of sight of the wagon
of my COIY'"anions, wh~n I heard a yell. I knew
the Indians had surprised us, so i started to run
for the wagon. But the driver had the mules
hitched to it then, and he drove off as fast as he
could go. The rest went along, too, leaving me
to fall in the hands of the five Utes. I knew it
was useless for me to put up a. fight, so I surrendered, hoT>ing they mio-ht let me g-o after they
had taken what monev I had. I guess it was the
best thinP- I could have done, for they would most
likely have killed me outright if I had started to
shoot at them."
·
"If you had got behind a tree and shot quick
and straight at them, I reckon it would have been
all right," Wild retorted. "So your friends ran
off and left you to your :fate, eh?"
"Yes, I suppose they wanted to save the instruments. But I see that they didn't save them
all, for look at the mess here. The redskins
seemed to regard that theodolite as a sort of toy,
and because they couldn't find out the use of it
they broke it up."
"Let ther blamed old toddlyite go!" spoke up
Cheyenne Charlie. "Them friends of yourn is
awful cowards, an' they kin lie som<', I reckon.
Do yer know what they told us 1"
"Oh, you met them, then?" and the surveyor
looked rnlieved.
"Yes, we met 'em. They told us that they had
a fight with ther redskins, an' that they shot
down three or four of 'em. Then they was forced
ter light out, in order ter save ther toddlyites an'
sich trash. What do yer think of that fur tall
lyin' ?""
"Well, there was no fight, that's sure," said the
young man, shaking his head. "I can't understand why they should say anything like that.'"'
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"I'll make them tell just why they said it
when we get to them," Wild remarked. "Where
is your horse, Mr. - - " "
"William Atwell is my name. I don't know
where my horse is. Didn't Lieutenan t Springer
have him?"
"I didn't see an extra horse. with them. Did
you, Charlie?"
• "Nope," was the reply. "They didn't have
none."
"Well, we'll look for him, then. Come on. He
must be around here somewhere."
They all walked over to where Wild and Cha!lie
had left their horses now, the surveyor carrymg
the most valuable part of the broken instrument.
"Go and look for the horse 1 Charlie," said Wild.
"I will have a little talk with our friend while
you are P'one."
"All right," was the reply, and the scout quickly
mounted and rode off.
Our hero then questione d William Atwell and
learned that the surveying party had been sent
up from Fort Bridger, and that they had been
out nearly two months. In less than ten minutes Cheyenne Charlie returned, leading a horse.
."That is my broncho," Atwell said. "I am
glad he did not go when my companions left in
such a hurry."
"I reckon they wouldn't bother to take your
horse along if they didn't care anything about
you," Wild answered.
"Oh, I don't blame them so much. They had
very valuable instrumen ts to look out for, and
they could· have hardly kept the Indians from
capturing me, anyhow. I suppose they thought I
would not be harmed."
"No; it was the instiumen ts they were looking
out for. You will find that out when you talk
with them.''
"Well, I never · saw any instrumen ts yet that
were worth as much as the life of an honest,
straightfo rward man. I take it that you are that
sort of a man, so I condemn your companions for
their cowardly action."
•
Atwell nodded his head.
"Y'pu are a native of the West, and you know
more about Indians than any ·o f us do, I suppose."
"Ther driver was s'posed ter know all about
'em, wasn't he?" the scout asked.
"Oh, yes. He is an old-time Westerne r. He
often said that if we should run across hostile
Indians the best way was to get away from them
without firing at them. Then they would not be
so apt to molest us."
Wild smiled
He was thinking that, of all the tenderfee t he
had ever seen, these belonging to the little surveying party were about the worst.
Atwell mounted his horse, and then they rode
back alon~ the trail toward the spot where the
wagon had been met by our friends. The four
Ute Indians were out of sight the other side of
the wooded ridge. But Wild did not anticipate
any tl'Ouble from them just then. They had been
brought up with a round turn, and had been
made to understan d that the young deadshot and
his partner were not to be trifled with. Atwell
talked of the narrow escape he had all the way

to the ravine, whe1·e Wild had told Jim to go.
He thanked Wild and Charlie over and over ag:iin,
and seemed surprised that they looked at it all
so lightly.
"Do you think they woxld have hurt me mu•:h !"
he asked, just as they came in sight of t.he •)l_l,mp.
"Oh, yes, I think they would have chopped a
few pieces from you, and then wound up by
killing and scalping you. That is about what
they meant to do. You see, they had you, and
since the others fled from them, they knew they
could take their time about finishing you. A
redskin never likes to hurry the death of a prisoner if he has the time on his hands to prolong
the agony. It was a mighty lucky thing for you
that we came just as we did, for a couple of minutes later and you might have been minus an
ear or an eye. They might have chopped off
your nose as a starter, though. Sometime s they
do that."
Atwell looked horrified.
"And yet you make light of what you did in
savinP' me!" he exclaimed.
"Well, we are so used to coming along in time
to save folks that it has got to be an old thing
to us. We have been very lucky in that way,
and it pleases us about as much as it does those
we save, I reckon."
"Oh, it couldn't please you as -much as it does
me.''
"Well, let it drop-the thanking part, I mean.
There is our camp right ahead. Your brave
friends a1·e there, and they will be surprised and
glad to see you alive, I reckon."
Wild had been laying it on a little stronP". But
he thought it would do the young man good to
make him think that it was the duty of every
one to take the part of a fellow beinv in distress,
· no matter how great the danger was in doin!! it.
The ravine they entered could hardly be called
such, for as has been mentioned , it did not extend very far. But from the mouth it looked exactly like the ravines that are so common in the
mountain ous regions, and hence our friends called
it that.
"My! What a fine place to camp!" exclaimed
the surveyor. "With such people as you two, no
Indians could ever get to that camp, I guess.''
"Well, if they couldn't P-it there they could
starve us out," spoke up Charlie. who did not
mean to let the younP- man get too much encouragem ent. "We've got a mhrhty tough time
ahead of us, lo yer may as well make up "our
mind that you're croin' ter do some fightin'. Maybe you kin shoot at lnjuns, if ther other galoots
what was with yer can't."
"I will do my best if it becomes necessary ."
Atwell spoke as though he meant it. Hop and
Wing had already put up the tents in a snug
little hollow that was completel y covered by a
ledge of rock, and the wagon belonging to the
Governme nt party had been backed against the
cliff. The six men were busy rolling up stones
to form a ban-icade when Wild, Charlie and the
rescued surveyor rode up. As Wild had predicted
they were surprised and delighted to see thei~
companio n alive. Our hero paid no attention to
them just then, but after dismount ing he quickly
related what had happened to Jim Dart and th&
girls. The eyes of the listeners were instantly
turned upon the men, who had shown themselves
to be such cowards. The lieutenan t in char£"
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could not help noticing this, and, stepping forward, he said:
"Since you know all about it, I want to say
that we feel justified in acting as we did. We
had valuable property at stake, and it was our
duty to get away with it. Furtbermo1·e, Young
Wild West, I am an officer of the army, and I
don't care to be criticized by you or your friends."
CHAPTER VI.-Wild and Arietta Prisoners.
Younl!" Wild West was not a little surprised at
the words of the lieutenant. It angered him, too,
to hear the man express himself in that manner. But he remained wonderfully cool.
"Lieutenant Springer, I believe?" he said questioningly.
"Yes, that's me," was the quick retort.
"An officer of the United States Army, I believe?"
"Yes."
"Well, I reckon you'll be reduced to the ranks
shortly. You are not fit to be an officer?"
"I'd like to see you have me reduced-you, a
youn,:r upstart, who--"
"Shut up!" commanded Young- Wild West, taking a step towa1·d him. "I will not take an Insult from you any quicker than I would from a
private in the ranks. You are a coward, and you
know it.""
"You might call me a coward because I fled
from a band of a dozen hostile Indians, but you
wni find I am not if you put me to the test.'"'
"All right. I'll put you to the test!"
With that, Wild struck him on ihe cheek with
the back of his hand. The lieutenant jumped
back, his face aflame with passion. He placed
his hand on the handle of the sword he carried
at his side, as though to frighten the· boy.
"Pull that from the scabba1·d, and I'll shoot it
out of your hand!"
The words rang out cool and clear. The hand
dropped at once.
"Now 1 am going to tell you something," Wild
went on, as calmly as though he was merely telling an ordinary fact. "You and those who came
hurrying to meet us a little whi!e ago, told a
deliberate untruth when you said you had shot
and killed three or four Indians. You never fired
a shot! Not one of you fired a shot, but you got
away as soon as you could, and you left your
companion to his fate. You a1--e a me1·e apoiogy
for a man, and, as I said before, you will be reduced to the ranks. Now, then, what are you
going- to do about the slap in the face I just gave
you?"
"Kill you!" cried the man hotly.
He made a grab for his sword ag-ain, and half
drew it from the scabbard. Crack! Wild whipped out his revolver and fired as quick as a flash.
The bullet struck the blade of the weapon close
to the hilt, and the sudden contact caused a shock
like that of electricity to pass into the lieutenant's hand. He uttered a sharp cry and let it
dwp.
"Stand out here!" cried Wild, who was now
bound to make an example of him. "Get out of
the way of the 1·est. Do as I say! I'll show you
how much of a young upstart I am!'"'
The man did not obey quickly enough to suit
him, so Wild seized him by the arm and whirled
him clear of those belonging to the surveying
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party. Crack! The youfig deadshot fired a shot
with his revolver and clipped a button off the coat
the man wore. Crack! Another button went.
Crack! One of the marks of his commission on
his coat was torn by a bullet.
I'll apologize, Young Wild
Stop!
"Stop!
West!" shouted the lieutenant, who was now as
much frightened as he had been when the Ute
braves had attacked them.
Wild low-ered his 1·evolver. He had intended
to fi1·e ag·ain, but the appeal made him change his
·
mind.
"I reckon that will do," he said quietly. "You
know what 1 think of you, and your friends know
what I think of them. Let it go at that, -for I
don't care what any of you think of me. You
are a fine lot of men to come·' out in these wilds
surveying, I must say. I'll bet that none of you
~an show me the boundary line between Wyommg and Idaho!"
Lieute~an! Springer ran hastily to the wagon
and got ms1de. He was too much mortified and
shame-cl to show his face. The others of the
pa;1-ty, a~l save ~twell, looked very sheepish. But
Wild said nothmg more to them just then. He
thought he had said and clone sufficient. He now
turned his attention to the camp to see how it
was situated
"Wild, you gave it to that fellow goo<l and
hard," Arietta observed, as she walked to the
side of her dashing young lover.
"Not half as bad as he deserves, Et" was the
reply. "It was about the most cowa;·dly act I
ever heard of being done by men wearing the
uniform of Uncle Sam."
Arietta went the rnunds of the camp with Wild
and saw him arrange things to smt himself. After he found that everything- was all right he
turned to her and said:
_"Et, I rec~on you and I will go and stock up
with somethmg m the line of fresh meat. There
·won't be any more Indians aTOuncl here right
away, so we ought to be able to kill a deer or
two. There is a fine place a qmnter of a mile
down the river. We will take the two Chinamen
along· to help carry the game."
Ar~etta was only too g-iad to accompany him.
Nothmg· olear-ed the girl bPtter than to be with
her clashing youn.!i: lover. Though they were but
a boy and girl, they had plill·hted their troth, and
when they were old er.,ough they meant to become
m~n and wife. But they had no thoughts of marrying yet. Hop and Wino; were delighted to go
along, ancl they i;;ot 1·e:,dy in a jiff:v. As the
couple left the camp, their rifles over their shoulders, the members of the surveying party watched them with interest.
"They're goin' out ter irit some 11Tub ter help
feed you galoots durin' ther siege that\: liable
ter come," said Cheyenne Charlie, looking at them
in disgust.
"Never mind, Chai-lie," cautioned Wild, tm:ningaround. "Don't pile it on them any more. They
may be good fightei·s before this thing is ovel',"
"All rig-ht, Wild; I won't say another blamccl
word," the scout answered.
Wild and his charming sweethea1·t had not gone
far from the camp when they struck a deer p&th.
With the two Chinamen walking- in the rear, ·thPv
followed it, going cautiously. The path led
through a rather broad thicket, toward the rivei-.
In a few minutes they came in sig-ht cf the rive1·,

'
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that wound its way southward between the bluffs.
About a hundred yards from the bank they
paused. In the water, knee-deep, was a doe and
·
two buck fawns.
"Let the mother go, Et," whispered the young
deadshot. "We want the two young bucks for
grub. Wait till I start them. They must have a
chance, you know."
He picked up a stone and hurled it toward the
unsuspecting animals. It struck in the bushes
way behind . them, but the sound caused them to
leap away, as -if by magic. Crang! Arietta fired
and, true to her aim, one of the bucks dropped.
Cra.ng! Young Wild West's Wlnchester . spoke,
and the other dropped. The doe got away easily,
though either of them could have shot her, had
they so desired. Hop and Wing ran to the fallen
game and got at work with their knives. They
knew just what to do, and they di4 it in a proper
manner. A few minutes later the two bucks were
})eing carried back to the camn by the Chinamen,
Wild and Arietta walking along behind them,
1:1atisfled with what they had dol).e. They kne~ in
would be impossible to get another shot within a
mile of the place, and so they we-re ready to
return. When Hop and Wing entered the nar~
row mouth of the ravine the young couple were
over fifty yards behind them. It was at that moJnent that half a dozen Ute braves leaped from
the COJ(er of the rocks. So unexpected was the
attack that before either could fire a shot in de·fense they were sei21ed and rendered helpless!
The Chinamen were ignorant of the seizure.
CHAPTER VIL-In th~ Camp of Spottoo Foot,
Wild was not the one to cry for help when
attacked, unless he was sure that it was needed,
and before he made up his mind that it wa& ex~
tremely necessary that his partners should be
talled a shagg-y piece of buffalo skin was tllrust
jn his mouth, gagging him effectually. Arietta
flad started to scream at the very moment she
yras seized by a brawny redskin, but a hand was
,1·1apped over her mouth in time to cut it short
efor~ it came to her lips. Thus it wHl be seen
,_ hat Wild and hi~ sweetheart were made prison-~ rs without the knowledge of the Chinamen o:r
t hose in the camp, a short distance away. A raw: ide lariat rendered our hero helpless in no time,
nd, bound and gagged, he was dragged through
he bushes, his sweetheart being carried close
ehind him. A hundred feet from the spot where
he capture was made were the ponies belonging
. o the Utes, and very quickly they mounted. Wild
as taken on the steed that was best able to
ear a double burden, and Arietta on the one
, he redskins considered the next strongest. Then
hey rode off to the north. Wild was not a little
' iurprised, for he knew it would be some little
. hne before their disappearance would / be disovcred. Hop and Wing would simply make the
:report that they had left them behind them, and
no one would think that there was anything
wrong. The Utes rode around thTough the woods
and soon came to the river, a mile or more above
the camp of our friends. The stream was forded
by them, and theri they proceeded almost due
westkover tlle trail Walter Jasper, the wounded
~va ·yman, had followed in his flight from the
reel ends. Wild could see the way they were
going, and knowing that it was hardly likely that

they would be taken to the headquarters of Bear
Face, that being all of thirty miles away, he
wondered if there could be more of the redskins
nearer by. He soon found that there were, for
a mile farther on, behind a high cliff, they suddenly came in sight of an Indian camp. There
were about fifty braves gathered there, as well
as some old men and several squaws and their
papooses.
"Things are looking pretty blue, I reckon,"
thought our hero, as he saw the gathering there,
"Colonel James can't get here too soon, and that
is certain."
The two paleface captives were handed down
to those waiting to receive them, and then the
six Indians dismounted and a sort of pow-wow
was held. The blanket had been removed from
Arietta's head and the handkerchief was now
taken from her mouth. The girl was pale, but
there was not a sign of fear on her beautiful
face.
"Never mind, Et," said Wild, speaking in a
hopeful way. "Keep a stiff upper lip."
"Oh, f haven't given up, Wild,'' was the reply
of the brave girl, and she smiled faintly. "We
will get out of this all right, see if we don't."
"I honestly believe we will. But--"
"Palefaces too much talk," intenupted the chief
in command of the Ute band. "Shut up!"
"All right, you ugly-looking galoot!" our hera
retorted coolly, "You go ahead and do the talkini;, if vou want to."
'Paleface boy ·heap much fool!"
"I have had that said to me before, but it don't
make it so. If you take my advice, you will set
us free right away, The soldiers are coming
pr~tty soon. and then there will be Ute blood
spilled. You know you won't stand any show
with the soldiers, so you had better quit the game
before it is too late."
"Jnjuns no 'fraid of soldiers. Kill all paleface
soldiers and take scalps!"
"That sounds all right. But to do it is quite
another thing. Bear Face knows the · soldiers
are coming, and he is getting ready to flee back
in the mountains. He will put un a fight for a
few days, and then he will give in, for he will
be badly whipped. You just harm one hair in
our heads and you'll be a very sorry redskin!"
"Spotted Foot is not afraid of a thousand pale~
face soldiers. He is a great warrior, and he has
many scalps in his teepee."
The chief drew himself to his full heig·ht and
looked at the boy captive proudly.
"Well, vou may have a great many scalps, but
if you take any more it will only be all the wors$
for you. The soldiers will show you no quarter."
"Ugh!" grunted the Ute.
Then he turned and gave some orders in his
own language, which Wild could undel'Stand pretty well, and the result was that the two cap-tlves we1·e separated. Arietta was taken to a
teepee and our hero was tied to a stake, which
was cut and driven in the ground for the pu1·pose.
Spotted foot, the chief, made sure that the stake
was good and firm, and that the captive was tied
securely with buckskin thongs, and then he gave
the word for the squawsl children and old men
to come up and taunt the t>oy. As he could move
his head, Wild was kept dodging the blows for
the next five minutes. T_hen the ~quaws came up
and threw stones and sticks at him until he was
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fairly smarting with the pain. But he was hardened to rough usage, and thus enabled to stand
it. Spotted Foot stopped the business by coming
for,rnrd and wavinv them aside.
"Paleface heap much b):ave," he said, with a
grin. "He no cry out now, but he will beg for
mercy when a big fire is made around him, and he
begins to burn. 'l'he Utes are at war with the
palefaces, and they will burn their captives at the
stake, as did their forefathers."
Wild shook his head.
"I am not afraid to die," he said coolly. "Go
ahead with your game."
"We must v,,'Rit till Bear Face comes with his
l>rave.s. Then paleface boy will burn."
This was very encouraging to our hero. Wild
was sure that his partners woul<l_he along before
Yery long, and that they would find a way to
rercue him was almost certain. A g:r;eat deal depended on how long it would be before the head
chief and the main body of the revolting Utes
arrived. The boy was left to his ow11 reflections
now, and he was expecting to hear from his partners at any moment. Arietta was in a teepee that
was only about a dozen yards from him, and her
guards were a couple of ugly looking· squaws.
Wild knew that it would be a hard task to xescue
her, since the teepee was well sunounded by the
1·edskins, but he felt that it could be done, providing he could get free to work it out. Nearly
a half hour had elapsed since the two captives
had been brought to the c>amp, and then a hors£,man suddenly rode up, right into the midst of the
Utes. It was Hop, the clever Chinaman!
CHAPTER VIII.-A Scheme of Rescue.
It was fulbr ten minutes after the two Celestials came in with the game Wild and Arietta
had shot before any one began to grow an~ious
about the boy and girl.
"Did e1ey go any farther, Hoµ?" Jim asked, as
he looked a-t the Chinaman.
"No; ley allee samee comee light behindee me
and my blother, so be," was the reply.
"It's mighty funny whern ,.hey went," spoke up
Cheyenne Charlie. "I reckon I'll go out an' look
around fer 'em."
The scout at once left the camp, for when he
made up his mind to do a thing he generally did
it right away. He examined the ground closely
as he made his way along over the trail the
Chinamen had followed when they came in with
the two slain bucks. It was not long before he
discovered the prints of moccasined feet. The
scout gaye a start. "I reckon somethin's happened," he muttered, as he dropped upon ~.is
hands and knees and began studying the mark13.
In less than two minutes he had satisfied himself
that Wild and Arietta had been surprised by
redskins. AH the evidences of it were right before him.
"I reckon somethin' has got ter be did!" exclaimed, Cheyenne Charlie, and then he hastened
back to the camp. The worried expression on
his face told those in waiting that something was
decidedly wrong.
"What did you find out, Charlie?" Dart asked
anxiously.
"Well, I reckon that the Injuns has took Wild
n' Arietta," was the reply. "There's ther tracks

ll

out there, so it must be that they laid fur 'em,
an' grabbed '·e m an' stopped 'em from callin' out
ter us. I'm sartin that they was catched, Jim."
"'foo bacll" said Jim, shaking his head. "I had
no idea that there were any redskins around."
"An' none of us dict, I reckon. But yer can't
neve1· tell about sich things. Ther woods is full
of ther Utes, it seems. Well, I reckon me an'
you had better sta1·t on ther trail right away."
"Me go, too, Misler Charlie," spoke up Hop,
stepping up. "Me allee samee helpee goodee, so
be.""
''Well, I reckon you might help a little, Hop.
You kin P-O. Git yourself ready."
"Can't we be of some assistance to you?" asked
Lieutenant STJring-e1·.
"Yes, you kin be of a whole lot of assistance
ter us;' replied the scout tartly. "You jest stay
right here, an if any Injuns comes, run like thunder!"
The face of the man reddened.
"I will fight if, it becomes necessary," he said
slowly. "I mean to show you people that I am
not the coward you think I am. If the Utes
should come while you are gone, I will do my
best to keep them off. There are valuable instruments in the wagon, you know."
But Charlie paid no attention to him.
"Jasper," he said, turning to the wounded cavalryman, "we'll leave you in charg·e. Ther gals
,viii help you out, if anything does h_appen while
we're gone. Don't let tl1er red galoots git in here,
not if yer die fur it!"
"All right," wa.~ the reply. "You can depend on
me. I'll shoot as long as I am able to pull a
trigger."
," l know yer will. You're made out of ther
right kind of stuff. Me an' Jim has got a tough
old job ahead of us, but we're goin' ter git a
hustle on an' save Wild and Arietta. It may be
that ther Intuns alT\'t gone very far with '·em.
There couldn't have been more'n half a dozen of
'em, by ther looks of the tracks. Are yer ready,
Jim?"
1 .."Yes," was the reply.
"Me allee samee leady, too, so be,'' spoke up
Hop, as he led out the mustang be always rode.
"Be very careful, Jim," said Eloi:se, who was
much alarmed over what had happened.
"You bet I will!" was the reply. "But we've
got to take a risk in order to get the result we
want."
Anna, too, was fearful that they might run into danger and get killed or captured. But Charlie
assured them that it would be all right, and then,
mounting their ho1·ses, Young Wild West's partners rode out of the ravine, Hop Wah close behind them.
They were not taking the China,.
man with them because he was anything of a
fighter. But he was very clever, and by the aid
o.f his sleight-of-hand he had, on more than one
occasion, accomplished great things in tim€s of
danger.
"Haye yer got everything with yer, Hop?"
CharbP. asked, as he halted where the t:-:.i.il
started .
"Evelyt'ing allee light, Mislex Charlie," was
the reply.
.
·
"Good! Yer may have ter go right in among
ther Injuns, an' if yer do you've got ter make
yerself solid with 'em afore they take a notion
ter tie yer up, or kill yer."

. ""~ ......
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"Me makee solid, allee light," was the confident rejoinder.
The trail the six Utes made was a plain one,
and the three had no difficulty in following it.
They forded the river and then rode along a.t a
medium. "'ait, keeping a sharp lookout ahead.
When thev had covered about a mile they came
to the top . of ,a ridge, and then it was that they
caught siP'ht of the redskins. From that high
point they could see a camp of Utes, and those
who had captured our hero and his sweetheart
were just riding into it. 'l'he scout called a halt
right away.
""Jest as I said," he observed, pulling his mustache thoughtfully. "Ther red galoots must have
catched them putty quick, so they couldn't let us
know about it. But I didn't think there was a
camp of 'em so close by."
"Me lide to um camp and allee samee makee
fliends with um ledskins," spoke up Hop. "Me
showee nicee lillee tlick, and len ley allee samee
t'inkee me gleat medicine man. Me makee ledskins lookee velly much surplise; len me shoottee.
oft' um l>il? flreclacker, and you comee. and makee
Misler Wild allee samee loose, so be."
"That is the old game, and I think it will work
now," Jim answered, with a hopeful nod.
"I reckon it's. about ther only thing ter do,"
the scout said.
"Allee light. Comee, on; me no 'flaid, so be."
Hop now lighted a big cigar that he fished from
one of hls many pockets. He had a purpose in
doinF this besides that of smoking. In his posS"N!s1on were several giant crackers of his own
manufa cture, and the li1?hted end of the cigar
·would come in handy when he got ready to urprise the redskins by settinp: them off.
"Come on!" said the scout. "We'll ride up as
close as we dafe, an' then Hop kin go on right
_
inter ther camp."
But when they had descended the hill a short
di11tance the camp could no long-er be seen. Trees
and h!gh rocks intervened. But this only gave
tham a better chance to get to the spot unobserved. It was but a very few minutes before
they were close enough to dismount and leave
t!-eir horses in some hiding place, while Hop
went on. As soon as Charlie and Jim had put
their horses in a satisfactory place, they to1d Hop
to ride on, just as though he had no fear of hostile Indians or anything· else. Tr~ clever Chinaman smiled. and then, puffing away at his cig-a1·,
he rode off. Charlie and Jim then started to
creep upon the camp. They meant to get as close
to it as possible, and when the proper time came
they hoped to - accomplish their purpose. Hop
rode right into the camp, as has bem stated at
the conclusion of the last chapter. The appea1·:
ance of the Chinaman created a sensation.
"Me aliee samee velly muchee medicine man!"
he exclaimed, and then he pulled what appeared
to be a live rattler from his pocket and flo\;.rished
it over his head.
CHAPTER IX.-Hop Performs for the Indians.
Hop had brought his horse to a halt right close

to where the old chief was sitting-, A dozen or

more of the braves had darted forward to s.e ize
him, but when they saw the snake they stopped
and stood still in their tracks.

"Me al!ee samee velly muchee medicine man,"
the Chinaman repeated, and then he swung the,
squirming rattler around his head, and it disappeared as if by magic.
As it was a rubber imitation and had an elastic
string attached to it that went up his sleeve,
there was nothing so very strange about. it, after
all. But to the Utes it was a remarkable performance, and they g·azed at him in mute astonishment. Hop had seen enough of Indian life to
be able to pick out the chief of a tribe, and, dismounting, he stepped ovei- and put out his han<;i
to Soptted Foot.
"How?" he said, adopting the redskin way of
saluting.
"Ugh!" answered the chief, Joking at him suspiciously. "Chinee wash-man?"
"Me no washee," retorted Hop, blowing a cloud
of smoke from his mouth and looking very important. "Me allee samee medicine man. You
havee lillee smoke; allee samee smokee pipe of
peace, so be."
He handed over a cigar, which the chief took
greedily.
· "The Utes no make. war with Chinee man," he
said.
By this tim<" nearly every occupant of the
camp had crow~ J around to get a view of the
strange visitor. Young Wild West, bound to the
stake, never gave a sign or look that would indicate that he knew the Chinaman. But his
heart was beating with joy, for he knew that a
plan was surely on foot to effect his release. That
Charlie and Jim were close at hand he had not the
least doubt. The redskins were inclined to g-ive
Hop a pretty wide berth, especially those who had
seen the writhing rattlesnake. Hop was all
smiles, and as the chief lighted the cigar he-had
given him, he bowed low and then drew a Japanese parasol from his mouth and held it over the
head of the astonished Ute. The i-eskins were
completely stag-gered at this wondeTful proceeding. But it was simply :1 trick parasol that was
made in small sections, and it had no more come
out of the Chinaman's mouth than it had out of
one of his almond-shaped eyes. But the Utes
thought it <lid, and that was what Hop wanted
them to think.
"Me allc:,e samee velly muchee smartee," he remarked, as he flirted the parasol o,;er his head,
and then closed it and made it disappear apparently down his throat.
The Indians now looked upon him with ev!~
dences of superstition stamped upon their painted faces. At that moment Wild felt the thongs
that bound him to the stake loosen. The Indians
were so much inteTested in the Chinaman that
they had crowded around and made the way clear
for Charlie and Jim to get behind the captive boy.
It was Charlie who had crept up and cut the
bonds.
"I reckon yer kin git away right now, Wild,"
the scout whispered. "Ther heathen has got 'em
putty interested-like."
"I won't go yet, Charlie," Wild answered, without taking his eyes off the Indians. "Arietta is
in the teepee that is being watched by a squaw.
You can tell it right away. Go and try and get
her out."
"All right."
"Move lively, for Hop is getting ready to giva
them a surprise, I guess."
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Hop was getting ready to p-ive them a surprise,
sure enough. He had motioned for the Utes to
move back a little, and he now stood in the centel'
of a circle. The braves clustered around, looking
at him in silence, while the squaws formed the
outer edge of the circle, their children clinging
h> them in fear. The latter could no doubt tell
that there was something wrong by the actions
of the older ones. Hop found three stones that
had flat surfaces, and he placed them to form a
triangle, about three feet apart. Then he dumped
a little white powder on one, some brown on the
second and a little red powder on the third.
"Now evelybody watchee," said he, as he took
a small vial containing a colorless liquid from his
pocket.
The clever Chinaman allowed a drop from the
vial to fall on one of the patches of powder. Instantly a blue flame spouted up. In quick succession he treated the other powders in the same
way and two streaks, one or red and the other
green, shot up, ble·nding with the blue, and making a pleasing sight. But it mystified and awed
the redskins probably more than it ple.."'tsed them.
"Heap much medicine man!" was all the chief
could manage to say, as Hop looked at him, inquiringly.
The fact that fire had b een made without the
aid of a match or flame of some kind was puzzling to the Utes. But the flames soon died out,
and then Hop got ready for his master stroke. He
pu11ed an oblong package from his pocket that
was tied securely with a string, and was about
th e size of a good, fat wallet. At one end of it
was a fuse that was almost hidden from sight.
Hop carelessly took his cigar in the same hand he
held the little package, and then he dropped the
package to the g-round, as thoup-h by accident.
"Evelybody watchee•!" he exclaimed. "You see
um nicee birdee allee samee fly."
The package, which was nothing more than
one of the clever Chinaman's home-made crackers, exploded with the report of a small cannon,
and a dense, sickening smoke filled the air.
"Hip hi! Hoolay!" yelled Hoo. "Evelybody
<lancee, so be! Me allee samee muches smartee
medicine man."
He then worked his way back toward the stake
he had seen Wild t•ed to. The smoke did not
quite extend there, and when he saw the boy was
gone he knew that th e scheme had wor ked. The
frightened redskins were 1·unning hither and
thither, all ti·ying to get away from that disagreeable ,-moke. Hop tried to get to his horse,
but he was knocked down in the confu sion, and
·when he got upon his feet again the smoke was
clearing. He r an right into the chief just then,
a."Jd the result was that Spotted Foot clasped him
in his arms and held him tightly.
":Medicine man make fun; the Great Spirit is
angry!" he exclaimed.
"Me fixEe allec light," Hop answered. "Um
birdee no fly; rne rnakee lillee mistake. Me
~howee, fo be."
The chief drag-r;ed him to his te pe
Hop was
forced to go in with him, but when he saw that
no harm ,,·as meaht him he smiled and bowed.
Spotted Foot pushed him down upon a blanket.
".l\ledicine man stav here," he said. "He must
wait till the Great Spirit get!'\ over his anger."
"He allee light now, i-o be." Hop an'lwered,
r,ointing outside. "Urn rn1oke ~,llce sm,Ke P'One."
0

0

•
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Anxious to get out, but not knowing how he
was going to do it, Hop sat there. He knew that
Wild must be well away by this time, and probably Arietta, too, for he surely had given Charlie
and Jim an excellent chance to get in their work.
He got the chance and pulled a common firecracker from his pocket. He had lost his cigar, but
the chief was smoking his yet, and, reaching up,
he knocked the ash from it and lit the fuse of the
cracker that was concealed in his hand at the
same time. The next second he had pushed it under the blanket upon which Spotted Foot was
standing.
Bang! As the cracker exploded the chied: leaped
back with such force that the frail teepee was
overturned. Hop leaped out at the bottom, and,
not stopping for his horse, made a bolt into the
bushes. A savage yell went up as the redskins
saw him, for they thought he had killed their
chief, and, medicine man or not, they did not
mean to let him get away.

CHAPTER X.-The Escape.
Cheyenne Chadle lost no time in creeping
around behind the teepee Arietta was confined in
afte1· he cut Young Wild West loose. Once at the
back of the teepee, the scout got his knife at
work and cut a slit in it. Anot.ner slash and he
had formed an opening large enough to look
through. His eyes rested upon Arietta immediately, and she was looking that way. As she saw
who it was her face lighted up, but she did not ·
make a sound. The girl sat on the ground, her
hands tied behind hel', for the redskins evidently
decided not to take the risk of letting her have
the use of them. Charlie nodded and grinned, and
then he made a counle of more slashes at the skin
the teepee was made of.
"Come on, Arietta; l€t me cut yer loose," he.
whispered. "Now is ther time, 'cause Hop is entertainin' ther redskins. Wild is ready ter light
out ther minute h ~ sees that you'1·e ready."
The g;ri nodcled, her eyes brightened like stars
at the menLon of her dashing young lover's
name. The next minute she had her hands fr 1.e,
and then she hurriedly crept through the opening
in the back of the teepee. The squaw sat in front,
her eyes fix ed on the crowd. Cha1·lie took the,
brave girl by the arm and led her straight back
to where the hor~es of the r edskins were tied. 'I'he
t wo had scarcely reached the hor ·es when Wild
ste pped away f1om the stake. It was at that moment that Hop's firecracker exploded. The young
clea<lshot bounded fo1·ward like a shot and was
soon with his SY,ectheart and the scout.
"Here yer are, 'W ild!" exclaimed the scout,
handing him one- of his revolvers. "Now light
out! I'll go an' git my horse an' jine yer."
Off he went through the bushes, and before the
smoke had cleared Wild and Arietta were both
moui:ted on Indian ponirs and riding away. They
had not µ;one far \·;11rn they were overtaken by
the scout. ,,ho was rit!irg hard.
"Where's J:m ?" Cha;·Fe asked, showing great
surprise.
"Why, was he with you?" Wild que~tion0d.
"Sartin he \\·ar.! He must be waitin' fur Hc,p,
an' if he is 1-c;s iikely tcr g'it nipped"
"0 11, I dcn't k:; w al:-i.:;t that. The r~dskins
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don'1l know that we have got away yet. We will
ride on. Jim and Hop will come along, all right."
They rode on for a couple of hundred yards,
and then, satisfied that they were not being pursued, they slackened the pace a little and looked
behind them. Just then they he::ircl another explosion.
"Hop will come now, I reckon," said Wild. "He
must have missed the chance to get away the
other time."
When they heard the savage yell of the Utes
they realized that the Chinaman must be in peril.
"Ride on, Et," said Wild. "We will help out
·
Jim and Hop."
Arietta did not wait to be told twice. She
started the nony off at a gallop, while Wild and
Charlie halted and waited to see what was going
to turn up. They saw quickly enough. Jim
Dart's horse appeared with both Jim and the Chinaman on his back. Hop had been unable to reach
his horse, as has been stated, and when he leaped
into the bushes from the over-turned teepee, he
almost ran into the arms of Jim, ·who had been
watching what took place, and knew that Wild
and Arietta had gone off with Charlie. Dart
seized Hop by the hand and hustled him for his
horse, which he had led up close to the camp.
Luckily for them, they managed to place a thick
strip of bushes bet.-veen them and the redskins,
and, giving Hop a boost upon the back of the
horse, Jim leaped up alter him, and then away
they went. They got a good hundred yards' start
before any of the Utes could mount their ponies
and start in pursuit. When Jim si:.;v Wild and
Charlie waiting for them he knew he had a good
chance to get away. The scout had his rifle ready
to shoot down the first redskin that came m
sight. On came the horse with the doulile burden, the scout sitting in the saddle like a statue,
his rifle at his shoulder. Jim and Hop had nearly
reached our friends when out of the cover of the,
trees came half a dozen mounted redskins.
Crang!, The scout's rifle spoke and a death
yell sounded.
Crang! Crang! He fired two more shots in
quick succession. Then Jim left Hop clinging to
the horse's neck, and, turning, let a shot go. He
succeeded in unhorsing one of the Utes just as he
was in the act of firing at them.
"Come on, boys!" called out Wild. "There is
no use in trying- to fight it out here. They are too
many for us."
Crack! Crack! Crang! Cr-a-a-ng! The pursuing Utes, though temporarily checked, fired a
volley at them. Fortunately the bullets went
wide of their mark, which was probably due to
the ~ct that they were partly demoralized.
Crang! Crang! The Winchester s of Charlie
and Jim spoke, and two more red riders threw
up their hands and drooped from their ponies'
backs. They were not •close enough for Wild
to use the six-shooter the scout had given him, so
he simply rode on. The pony he was riding was
a pretty good one, so he figured that he would
be able to hold his own with the Utes.
"Keep to the woods!" he shouted. "Then we'll
.
win out, boys!"
"Hip hi! Hollay !" yelled Hop, in his shrill,
falsetto voice. "Me feel allee ·s amee bully boy
with um glassee eye!"
The Chinaman waved his hands and appeared to

be greatly <lelig·hted, though it ,vas not a very
comfortable position he had on the horse. Onca
into the long, irregular st1·ip of woods, our friend;s
were almost entirely out of danger. Another YOlley was fired by the Indians as they disappeared
from view, but, as before, the bullets went wild.
But the Utes were not to be cheated out of their
prey if they could help it, and they rode on with
dogged persistence. The ravine was soon reached.
for the: horses covered the ground 1·apid!y, and a3
they 1·o<le in Wild gave a cheer. Arietta was
there, safe and sound. The membe.rs of the surveying party were greatly astonished to see all
hands come back; but they seemed much µleas €<l,
which no doubt they were, in spite of what had
happe_ned previously. But a savage yell from the pursumg Utes awoke them to the fact that they
were in danger. Lieutenant Springer seized a
carbine from one of the men and sprang for a
rock at the very mouth of the ravine, and a good
dozen yards from the camp.
Crack! He fired a shot the instant the redskins
showed themselves, and when Wild saw one o:f
them fall from the back of his horse, and the rest
scatter fol' cover, he gave a nod.
"I reckon that 'fellow is trying to square himself, all right," he said to Charlie. "Well, if he
keeps it up I'll have to reconsider the matter in
relation to what he did."
Our friends always carried extra weapons with
them, and our hero was soon fitted out with what
he wanted. From their position behind the rocks
they could watch the Indians at will, and, ready
to give them all that was coming- to them should
they attempt to charge into the ravine, they
waited . . But the Utes were not going to take that
risk. They had dismounted, and from behind the
rocks and trees they beg·an firing. But so well
protected was the party that the shots· were
wasted.
After a while one of them expL-sed himself.
The lieutenant promptly fired a shot and brought
him down.
"Wild," said Arietta, c1·eeping to the side of
her dashing young Jover, "I think you had better
let up on that man. He is trying hard to offset
the cowardice he showed this morning."
"That's xight, Et," was the reply. "But we
will wait and see how he pans out. There's lots
of more fighting to be done, you know.''
"Yes, and p1·etty soon, too. Hear that!''
A savage yell came.to their ears, and then they
knew that the rest of Spotted Foot's braves were
coming to try and wipe them out.
"Lieutenant," called Wild, "get back ·here with
the rest of us. You may not have the chance in
a few minutes from now."
"As you say, Mr. West," was the reply. "I am
glad there is going to be a fight, for I want to
show you that I am no longer afraid of hostile
Indians. I lost my nerve this morning, and I am
ashamed of it. Now I'll @lie fighting, if it is
necessary."
CHAPTER XL-The Attack on Trnvelers.
At the very moment when Young Wild West
;1nd his friends were expecting the attack from
the Utes a pa1·ty of travelers were approaching
from the east, not more than a mile away. The
party was made up of men and their familie3,
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who were returning from the mines to their
homes in Wyoming. There were four families of
them, consisting of eighteen people, and the man
who had been hired to guide them as far as Fort
Bridger. No small children were there, but there
were two young g;irls, who could not have been
more than seventeen, and quite pretty girls they
were. They wern sisters, named Amy and Mattie
Dodge-twin sisters, in fact, and their father was
the head of the party. None of them had made
money at the Idaho mines, and when they started
to get back to the farming lands it took all they
could rnke up to buy the outfit. But their old
hom€s were..., still there, unless they had been
razed by the Indians, for they had left them in
charge of relatives when they went away, nearly
a year before. John Dodge rode along at the side
of old Nick Peter s, the guide, talking over the
prospects, when suddenly he heard the sounds
made by rifle shots not very far away. The guide
heard it, too, and an expression of uneasiness
cro ssed his face.
"What does that mean, Nick?" Dodge asked.
"I don't know," was the reply. "It might be
hunters, or it might be Injuns. I can't say which."
"Well, ther Injuns is a)l right now, anyhow. So
we needn't worry on that score, I reckon."
"Injuns is never all right," the guide decla1·ed,
shaking his head. "But it ain't likely that we're
goin' tex have any trouble from 'em. We'll keep
right on as we are, though it might be a good
idea t er be ready. Sometimes folks 1·un across
outlaw.s, yer know-whites what are je•st as bad
.
,:.s Injuns."
''I know," and John Dodge nodded. his head.
''But it would not be much they would get from
Ls if thev held us up an' robbed us. There ain't
We ain't
1 .• t hin' prosperous about this gang.
got as much as we had when we started out. No
more cliggin' fur gold an' silver an' copper fur
me !"
"You folks didn't strike ther right place."
"No; an' blamed few does, I reckon."
More shots were heard just then, so they
changed the conversation. "I reckon I'd better
ride ahead an' see what's goin' on," said the
guide. "Jest halt ther outfit 1·ight here, Dodge."
"All right; I'll do it!"
There was much alarm among the women of: the
party, of course. But the men tried to assure
them that there was no danger. The firing could
mean lots of things besides danger to them. Old
Nick Peters r ode on, and finally he saw Indiansand plenty of them-skulking around the mouth
of a ravine. They saw him, too, and almost before he realized it two mounted braves were bearing toward him.
"I reckon I'm in hot water now!" the guide exclaimed, as he headed for the µarty. "I'll holler,
so ther ones ther Injuns is fightin' wil1 know that
there's others in danger as well as themselves."
Then he let out yell after yell, which echoed
through the valley. The Utes retaliated bv giving
their wai-whoop and sending a few shots at him.
The guide rode hard and soon reached his companions.
"Git inter ther woods!" he shouted. "Injuns is
·
comin'I"
That was sufficient to make them get ti1e liveliest move on that they had done during the whole
journey. The men of the party worked hard, and
the women helped them all they could. The
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wagons were drawn into the timber and the
horses unhitched in a very short time.
Crack! Crack! The redskins were firing at
them now. The twin daughters of the leader
crouched behind a fallen tree, each with a rifle,
for they could shoot, having been taught it from
early childhood. As soon as they redskins saw
that there were females in the party they set up
a diabolical yell. As many as forty of th E:m came
to the scene, and then they kept shooting from
behind the trees untll they had shot two of the
brave defenders. But several of them fell while
doing this, for the aim of the besieged ones was
good, and whenever they got the chance they fired
true to the mark. But the Utes were gradually
working nearer. Some of them -Temained well
baek and k e•pt firing, while others crept up to
make the final attack. Less than a dozen had
been left to guard the mouth of the ravine, so
that Young Wild West and his friends might not
get out, and that was where Spotted Foot made
a slight mistake.
Young Wild West had heard the shouts or the
guide, and when he saw the Indians starting in
pursuit he knew that some one else was in more
danger than those in the ravine we1•e. He was
coming to he<lp the travelers, all right. But before he got to the scene the Utes made their un..
expected charge and got right among the pa.tty,
The shooting at close l'ange was something fierce
then, and for the space of several minutes noth•
ing could be seen for the smoke, even after the
fight was over. The rattling discharge of firearms, the screams of the women and the yells of
the -exultant savages made anything but pleasani
sounds to hear. But when Young Wild West and
his partners let out a genuine cowboy yell, and
the men belonging to the surveying party joined
in with them, it was different. It had been quite
an easy matter for our hero to scatter those of
the Utes who had been left to guard the ravine.
Lieutenant Springer had fairly pleaded to be allowed to join in the charge upon them, and Wild
told him to come on. And not only the lieutenant
came, but every man of the party, including the
mule driver.
About half the redskins were shot down before
they realized that they were getting the worst of
it, an<l then, knowing· that the girls could easily
defend the camp from what there was left, Wild
rode to the rescue of the man he had heard shout,
When they let out the cowboy yell they pitched
into the band of treacherous Utes with a vengeance. The surprised redskins, thinking that a
company of cavalry had suddenly reach £(! the
scene, scattered and fled. Then it was that the
men of the surveying party got in some very
good work. They gave chase and a running fire
was kept up by both sides. As s oon as Wild saw
the wagons belonging to the travelers he knew
the -probabilities were that lives had been lost.
He dismounted and tried to find out. The fight
was over for the present, as far as the ,~esieged
party was concerned, and Nick Peters, tr1e guide,
was tryinir to straighten fain gs up. Wild quickly -picked him out as the one who was in charge
of the µarty.
"Hello!" he said, as he placed his hand on the
old man's shoulders. "Did we get here in time,
or have you lost any one?"
"I know that three went down, but I don't know
how bad they're hurt," was the reply.
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Then, as he got a good look at the boy, he uttered a shout of joy.
"If it ain't Young Wild West I'll chew gravelstonesl" he fairly shouted. "I ain't seen yer since
we met down at Fort Bridger, two years ago; ·but
I'd know yer among a thousand. Yer ain't
changed much, either. But let us see wha.t damage has been done."
•
Just then a shriek rang out from one of the
women.
"Oh, John!" she cried, wildly. "I can't find
Amy and Mattie! The Injuns have carried them
off! Save -them! Save them!"
It was the wife of Dodge, the head of the party.
Wild ran over to her right away.
"Calm -yourself," he said. "If the reds ins have
got your daughters we won't be long in getting
them. But make sure that they are not -here nrst.
Look quick. Call them."
Our hero saw that one man was dead and four
were wounded, but not dangei·ously. He ran
about from one. to the othe:r, while the mother of
the missing, girls called for them in vain. At
length Wild was satisfied that they really had
been carried away by the Utes when they retreated from the fight, and, turning to Charlie and
Jim, he exclaimed:
"Come on, boys! There is more work to do!"
He quickly mounted his horse, and Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart followed his example. But
as quick as they w-e<re to start on the trail of the
Utes, there was one ahead of them. It was no
other than Lieutenant Springer! The moment he
heard the woman shriek out that her daughters
were missing he turned his horse on the trail of
the Indians. As Wild and his partners dashed out
into the open they caught sight of him riding like
the ·wind, a quarter of a mile ahead of them I
CHAPTER XII.-The Mule Driver's Card Trick.
Lieutenant Springer was certainly trying to
make up for the cowardice he had shown in deserting the surveyor. What Young Wild West
said and did to him burned deeply into his soul,
and his whole nature seemed to have changed.
Heretofore he had been a commissioned officer,
put there by the influence of friends, with no idea
of what real fighting was. It was not difficult for
him to get transferred to the surveying depart•
ment, with the backing he had, and, thinking he
was to have a lazy time of it and see some of
the country he had read so much about, he had
gladly come to Wyoming and taken his position.
He never dreamed that he would have any hostile
Indians to contend with, he believing that the
stories of th\ outbreaks were largely exaggerated,
and that a redskin trembled whenever he saw a
man bearing the uniform of a soldier. But all
this had changed in a few short hours. Lieutenant Springer was fast getting to be another sort
of man. He was not afraid to ride into the midst
of danger now, and when he caught a glimpse
of the two girls, who were being bome away_by
their savage captors, he vowed that h e would
never quit the trail until they were saved.
The retreating Utes were making for the mouth
of the ravine, where some of their number had
been left, and though they only saw one man in
uursuit of them, they kept right on. Probably
they knew well enough that it would not be long
before others would be after them, for since they

had captured the two girls they must expect that
their friends would try hard to save them. But
when the fleeing redskins reached the mouth of
the ravine an(\ saw the bodies of half a dozen of
their band lying about, they were not a little surprised. It was just then that one of the captives
uttered a piercing scream for help. The lieutenant heard it, and he raised the rifle he had taken
with him to the fight to his shoulder. He daxed
not shoot at either of the red fiends who had the
girls, as he was not a good enough shot for tbat.
But the lieutenant was not the only one who heard
the scream. Those in the eamp in the ravine were
very close by, and they awoke to the realization
that there were other females about. Arietta
quickly ran to the outlet of the narrow place, rifle
in hand. Walter Jasper, the wounded cavalryman, followed her.
"I'll help all I can, Miss Arietta," he said. "l
can shoot with a rest."
Then Anna and Eloise ran after them. They
were all in time to get a chance to shoot at the
fleeing redskins.
Crack! Crack! Crack! Crack! Four shots
rang out in quick succession, and three of the
Utes went to the ground. Ariettl} fired agafo and
a fourth got his medicine. Just then Lieutenant
Springer galloped past.
"Go it!" shouted Jaspe1·, waving his good arm.
"I wish I could join you."
"We have got to stay right here, for there is no
telling how soon we may be in a hot fight again,"
said Arietta, speaking calmly. "I am sorry for
those two girls, whoever they may be."
''So am I," and the cavalryman. shook his head.
They waited there until they saw Young Wild
West and his partners appear in sight. Close behind them was Atwell, Lb_e surveyer. He wanted to
share in the fight for the rescue, too, it se-emed.
As they rode past the girls shouted encouragingly
to them.
"It is all right, Et!" Wild answered. "We will
get them!"
"I know you will, if any one can, Wild," she
replied.
They still lingered at the mouth of the ravine,
and after our hero and his companions were out
of sight the rest came along, the travelers with
them. . They were all glad to get to the snug
quarters in the ravine, though the mother of the
twin girls was nearly wild with grief and alarm.
But the girls got right at work and soon had her
quieted somewhat. Only one man had been killed,
as has been stated, and the four wounded ones
were soon made as easy as possible. They would
all survive, providing nothing further happened
to them. Hop was very much in evidence just
now. He saw that the travelers were very much
worked up over what had happened, and felt that
it was his duty to divert their thoughts from the
calamity as much as possible.
"Me allee samee velly muchee smartee Chinee !"
he shouted, as he got right in the midst of the
strangers. "My uncle in China velly. muchee
- smartee, and me allee samee likee my uncle, so
be. Me showee velly nicee lillee tlick lat my
uncle show um Empelor in China."
Of course, they all looked at him wonderingly,for this was something new in the manners of a
Chinaman. Then Hop proceeded to give a very
good exhibition of his sleight-of-hand, and the desired effect was attained right away. The widow
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of the man who had been killed by the Indians over. The .card was there, sure enough, and Hop
was the onlv one. who showed no interest. But appeared to be much surprised.
it was not
be expected of her. Arietta was of
"Lat velly funny," he s-aid, as the driver pockhalf a mind to ptop the Chinaman when he start- eted the money. You do um tlick ·some more, so
ed· in, but she thought better .of it and allowed be."
him to proceed. Like him, she thought it would
The drive1· was only too willing. If he could
be good to P'et the minds of the people away from not fight Indians he thought he could gamble,
their troubles. But probably the most intexested allyhow. He let Hop take another card, and this
one of all was the driver belonging to the survey- time the Chinaman held it so he could g.e t a look
ing party. His name was Betts, and when Hop ~t it, though he did not notice that the driver
- had concluded his pexformance, which lasted fully did look at it. He was ready this time, and ha~
half an hour, he made it his bµsiness to get a taken a card from his pocket. It was one of the
same pattern on the back as the regular deck.
chance to talk with him.
"You're ther smart.est Chinee I ever seen," he By being able to mateh the deck Hop was going
said, patronizingly. "Kin yer do tricks with to beat the man at his own game. He handed
back the card he had substituted, and while the
cards, too?"
"Me makee lillee bit," replied Hop, acting as driver was making out that he was shuffling the
pack he made a pretext of getting up and placed
though he did not know much about ·cards.
"Well, I'm putty good mysel~. Jest come over the card on the brim of the man's wide, felt hat.
here behind ther wagon, an' I'll show yer some- Then Betts began looking over the deck. He
seemed a bit puzzled, but he soon arranged the
thin'."
Hop was quite willing,,, He was shrewd enough cards, no doubt thinking he had made a mistake
to understand that the man wae trying to get in the card when he got a glimpse at it. He
him into some sort of gambling game, and Hop went thrnugh exactly the same rou1line as before,
was right in his ·element when he was thus en- and when the third card had been laid down he
gaged. Re went off quietly ·with the driver, the assured Hop that the right one must be one of
rest paying little or no attention to them, now the three.
"No," said the Chinaman, shaking his head,
that the conversation had got upon what had happened. Betts drew a well-worn pack of cards positively. "Me allee samee bettee ten dollee lis
from his -p-0cket and sat down by a flat rock. Hop timee."
"I'll go yer!"
squatted himself on the other side and looked at
The money was laid down on the rock, and then
.him w;ith intel"est.
the driver told him to look at the cards. Hop
"Whattee you do?" he asked.
turned them over and smiled in triumph.
"I'll show yer. Jest watch close now."
"You allee samee makee lillee mistakee," he
"Allee light; me watchee."
The driver shuffled the cards, and then, spread- said.
"Ain't that your card?" queried the driver,
inP' them out face down, invited the Chinaman to
select one aid look at it. Hop did so, affecting pointing to the one that had been cleverly subthe gTeatest of innocence as he took the card. stituted.
"No," was the reply.
•
He looked at it and saw that it was the nine of
"Well, I must have made a mistake, then. You
diamonds.
win. But we'll try it ag'in." '
"Now, then," said Betts, as he took the card
know where um card is. You not gottee
and placed it back in the pack, "I'm goin' ter see in "Me
um pack."
if I kin find it fur yer. Yer know that I didn't see
"What! Ain't got it in ther pack?"
it don't yer?"
Hop shook his head in the negative.
'"Lat light," admitted Hop, making out that he
"No!" and he put the money he had won in his
was puzzled.
•
pocket.
The driver went through the form of shufflingPretending that he put the three cards back
the pack, though he hardly changed any of them, among the rest, the Chinaman palmed the one he
and then he drew one from the deck and showed had substituted and then handed them to the man,
it to his intended victim.
who thought he was so clever.
"Is that the card you looked at?" he asked.
"Count um cards," he suggested.
Hop shook his head in the negative.
Betts did so. There was one- of them missing.
"All right· jest give me three chances."
Then he looked them ove1· and found that it was
Then he t~ok another card and showed it. That . the identical card Hop had drawn and looked at.
was not the one, either, so he laid it on the rock
"You stole that card, I reckon!" he exclaimed,
beside the first one. Then he held it over the open his face lighting up, as though he had solved the
pack, and, putting his finger on the ace of hearts, mystery.
asked if that was the cal"d,
.
"No; you allee samee gottee card."
"No," replied Hop; "you allee samee . makee
"I've got it, eh? Well, how much will you bet
lillee mistakee."
on that?"
"He allee samee bettee ten dollee you got um
"Well, I'll put tl}is card down there, too, then,"
and he made out tnat he did, but really drew forth eard somewhere on you, so be. Um card is um
jackee of diamonds; you gottee. You hidee someone that was under it and laid it down.
"Now," he went on, acting as though he was where."
puzzled, "it must be ·one of them three cards that
"I'll bet ycr ten dollars that thel" jack of diayou looked at. I'm sul'e of it."
monds ain't nowhere on me."
"Allee light."
"Nol" answered Hop, positively.
The driver counted out the money and Hop cov"I'll bet yer five dollars it isl"
ered it.
"Allee light."
"Now, if I've got ther card, where is it?"
The money was put up and the cards turned

to
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"You putee on um hat to foolee poor Chinee."
The hand of Betts flew to his hat, and as he 1·emoved it from his head the card fell to theisround, face up. Hop pocketed the money, leaving the defeated man looking in amazement at the
card.
"Me al!ee samee velly muchee smartee Chinee,"
he said, as he walked from behind the wagon.
"Now me go and findee outee what Young Wild
West all ee samee do."

The bugler answered the call, and then the
shooting became almost deafening. Bear Face
~as being- put to rout, and the cavalrymen knew
1t. In just about ten minutes the shooting
stopped, and then up came the troops. Colonel
James had --a rrived in time, but it was simply by
accident, for he had received no word that the
troop was in jeopardy. An Indian scout had located the big- band of Utes and swooped down
upon Bear Face and his b1·aves.. Many of the
redskins were killed in the charge, but the majority of them got away and rode off to join the
smaller band under the command of Spotted Foot.
The colonel was not long in getting the full parCHAPTER XIII.-Hop and Colonel James.
ticulars, and then he ordered a pm·suit to be
It will be in order for us to turn our attention made. The men who had been saved led the van
~o the cavalrymen Walter Jasper left hemmed and over the trail of the defeated redskins they
m by the Utes. After their brave companion left rode. Now and then a wounded straggler would
the men had little to do but to watch the enemy, be overtaken, and he invariably surrendered withfor the position . they had was a good one, and out putting up a fight. But the ho1·ses of the
they would be able to hold it almost any length cavalry had been put to a severe test that day in
of time. providing· their food -and water held out. the huny to get to the besieged party, and along
But that was whe1·e the trouble lay. The rations toward the middle of the afternoon a halt was
they had were about used up, and their water called, without having overtaken the r edskins. If
would be g-one in another day. The Utes seemed they had known that they were within three miles
to know this, for since they had Jo.st so many of the camp where the entire force of the Utes
men in making fruitless attacks on the little w,e re gathered they would have kept on and finstronghold they had contented th emselves by sim- ished the good work that had begun. But they
ply keeJ)ing them there, firing a shot now and did not know this. They had scarcely come to a
then to let them know that they meant business. halt, howeve1·, when a lone horseman was seen
The captain and lieutenants were of the opinion approaching from the north. At first they thought
that their brave comrade never got away alive, it was an Indian, but this was soon dispelled.
"It's a Chinee!" said one of the men, who had
and this put a disheartening· effect upon them.
But those of the men who knew Walter Jasper pretty sharp eyes.
"A Chinee!" echoed the colonel, who overheard
thoxoughly were sure that he would pull through
all right, if he only had half a show. Jasper had the remark.
"That's right, colonel."
left before daylight, and when the sun came up
"Fetch my field glass, orderly."
they figured that he was either well on his way
He soon had the glass in his hands.
for the help they needed, or had been killed or
"It is a Chinaman, sure enough," he said. "I
captured. Which was right time alone would tell.
During- the morninp- a few shots were exchanged, can't imagine what he can be doing out here
but with no results on either side. The cavalry- alone, ui:iless he belongs to some party of miners."
men were :well stocked with ammunition, which
As might be guessed, the Chinaman was Hop
was one good thing. Though the foe outnumbered Wah. The clever fellow had left the camp about
them eight to one, the chances were that the red- an hour _before, with the intention of being of
skins did not have the amount of ammunition that some assistance to Young- Wild West and his companions, of whom nothing- had been seen by those
they had.
"We'll g-et them to shoot away what they lrnve waiting in the ravine. But Hop had a harder
time of it than he anticipated, for he was s een by
got; that may help us," said the captain.
So they proceeded to stick out dummies every a couple of Ute scouts, who -at once gave chase.
They_ had cut off his chance of getting back to
now and then to draw the fire of the Utes. The
plan worked nicely, and by noon probably fifty the ravme, so Hop had to make the best of it and
shots had been wasted in this way. The m en ate gQ in anothex direction. But, luckily for him his
their noonday meal, such as it was, and swallowed horse was fresh, while those of the Ute br~ves
a little water to wash it down. Tho.se who had wer~ not. He managed to elude them after a
tobacco were to be envied just then, for there is whilE;, and th_e n, just as he was getting much
something about the weed that sometimes an- W?rned, h~ sighted the troopers. Hop rode up
swexs for both food and drink. Knowinir this, with th~ a~r of sor_ne great warrior, the cavalrythe captain called for a divi sion to be made of men gnnnmg at him as he came.
"Me likee see um boss," he said, briskly, to the
what tobacco there was among his men. There
was no open objection:., though there were a few gu.a1·d, who stopped him. "Me no gottee timee
to fool, so be."
01f them who hated to part with the majority of
"Send him here!" called out the colonel, who
what he had. It was just about one o'clock that
'
something- ha""pened which put an entil·ely differ- overheard what was said.
Hop came up and saluted in military style.
ent phase on the situation. A volley of shots was
"Younl!' Wild West allee samee in muchee
fired without the least warning, and as the bullets
did not come their way the besieged cavalrymen tlouble, so be," he said.
wondered what was up. But the sound of a bugle
"What's that? Young Wild West, you say?"
calling for a charge came to their ears just then, asked Colonel James, who knew the young deadand then a ringing cheer went up.
shot and his partners quite well.
"Jasper has found Colonel James!" was the cry
"Lat light, Misler Colonel. Young Wild West
that went up.
havee plenty muchee fightee with um ledskins.
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He go to gittee two Melican girls flom um gang,
Me go outee
to findee, and two ledskins comee after me likee
sixty. Me havee pletty goodee horse, and me
gittee 'way."
The colonel was very much intel'ested now.
"Who are you?" he asked, not being quite sure
but that the Chinaman might be telling a fib.
"Me namee Hop Wah; comee fiom China. Me
allee samee Young Wild West's clevee Chinee."
\. "Oh, you are, eh?"
"Yes, me velly muchee smartee, so be."
Then he was questioned, and aftel' a while the
colonel got all there was to be learned from him .•
He took enough stock in the story to order an
advance to be made, and soon thEi big command
was moving toward the Indian camp. ,.
and he no comee backee yet, so be,

CHAPTER XIV.-Wild Decides to Try Strategy.
Young· Wild West and his pa1tners were not
long in overtaking Lieutenant Springer, and Surveyor Atwell was not far behind them.
"Go it easy, lieutenant," said our hero. "The
camp of the redskins is right ahead."
"All right," was the reply. "But I want to
show you that I am willing to do my part in
this.''
"I have noticed that. But be a bit careful."
The morning had about worn away by this
time, and the sun was near the zenith. Wild
slowed down, and Charlie and Jim and the surveyor followed his example. But Lieutenant
Springer, in spite of what our hero had just told
him, kept right on at a gallop. He had got about
a hundred yards ahead of them when half a
dozen redskins on foot appeared before him and
strove to catch his horse.
Crack! Cracki The lieutenant fired right and
left and put two of them dm,vn in a hurry. But
the horse was caught and thro,vn, and the 1·ider
fell on his head and shoulders. Before he could
rise he was seized by a couple of the Utes.
Crack! Young Wild West fired and one of them
dropped.
Crack! Jim fired next, and the other went.
Crack! Crack! Charlie let go two shots in
quick succession, hitting a couple more and placing them out of the fighting line. But, in spite
of this, others appeared, and the lieutenant was
dragged in the bushes. Of course, the firing had
aroused the redskins, and they came galloping out
in a hurry.
"I reckon that fellow wanted to do a little too
much," said our hero, and he turned for the
woods. "Come on, boys! He has spoiled our
chances for just now, but we can wait. The two
girls have got to be saved!"
They swung- off to the south, which was just
opposite to the way Hop went a little later. Wild
was satisfied that the redskins would not pursue
them very far, since they had succeeded in getting prisoners and had been pretty badly whipped
so far. They had been tr.eated to a couple of surprises that morning, and it was hardly likely they
were looking for any more right away. They
went a full five miles down the river, and then,
reaching a wide open spot, they crossed the
stream and rode up a long hill to some timber.
Here they dismounted and watched for the red-
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skins to put in appearance, if they were coming.
But they did not show up. After a wait of half
an hour our hero decided to ride up the left si<le
of the river and get close to the camp unobserved.
''I'm gittin' hungry," observed the scout, as he
looked up at the sun. "I reckon somethin' ter eat
wouldn't l)lO bad jest now. It is sure been a
putty lively mornin', an' it's made my appetite as
sharp as a steel trap."
"Well, you'll have to wait a little, I reckon,"
Wild answered. "I am very sorry those two girls
had to be carried off by the red fiends. We had
quite enough trouble a.nd excitement before that
happened. And now, to make matters worse,
that fool of a lieutenant had to run himself l'ight
into their clutches. It is too bad, but we've got
to see it through."
They did not ride very fast, for Wild did not
know but that they might ride into an ambuscade.
and he did not want any further bad breaks to be
made. They rode on un, and when they were
within a mile of the Indian camp our hero called
on Jim 'to climb a tree and take a look around.
Jim was used to doing this, and he went up with
the agility of a squirrel. Wild had made no mistake when he thought the camp could be seen
from the top of the tree, for the momprt .Tim
got there his eyes rested upon it. But there were
not neal'ly as many braves .. there as there had
been the last time he looked upon it. Nearly
half of their number had been killed in the different skirmishes, Lieutenant Springer was tied to
the same stake that Wild had escaped from that
morning, but the two girls were nowhere to be
seen.
"They must be in one of the teepees," muttered
Dart, as he descended the tree. "Well, I reckon
a good, stiff rush into that camp might make the
redskins hustle enough for us to do something.
I think wo had better g:o and get the rest of the
surveying party. I wonder what became of them,
anyhow? I thought they meant to follow us."
He told Wild what he had seen, and what he
thought, when he got down, and the young dead•
shot nodded.
"So there are not more than twentv-five of
them, eh?" he said. "Well, I'll try and.think of
something to do. As far as the other fellows are
concel'Iied, I think we w:ill be better off without
them. How about it, Atwell?"
"You know best," was the renly.
"Well, I'll see what I can Jo first. If that
don't amount to much we will try other tactics. I
am going· to tiy and get the two girls free by
strategy."
CHAPTER XV.>-Conclnsion.
Wild was pretty CE'rtain that the Utes would
not harm the lieutenant very much until Bear
telling what they
Face came, but there was
might do, if they took a notion. He decirled that
the quicker he .e:ot there the better it \\'Ouk1 be.
· "Boys," said he, "I want you to come up as close
as you can after I start on foot. Bring my horse
with you, and be ready to light out at a mometil:'s notice."
Yer
"Ri.g-ht yer are, \-Vild," Charlie retorted.
kin bet that if rer git ther gals to us once
they ·won't be catched ag'in.''
It "·a,q a risky thing that our hero was going to
undertake, 1·ight in the face _of what had already

no
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happened. But he wa s pr£pared to risk anything, and found a blanket lying near him. It was a big
for that was his way. When a s near a s he blanket and would cover his clothing enthely. He
thought he should go on horseback he dismounted
crept to it, picked it up and then stood bolt upand turned his horse over to Jim.
right. The blanket went over his head and
"I mav be caught, boys," he whispered, "for. if around his form in a jiffy. Just then the chief
the redskins are wise they will be keeping an · called for all hands to stand and hear what he
extra sharn watch."
had to say. A s the squaws walked up <;loser to
"But they won't be, though," Charlie answered. hear what Spo-tted Foot had to -say, Wild walked
"They think we ain't en ough ter come around. boldly across the open spot. He was not obThey know jest about how many there are of us
served, or if he was he must have been taken f or
·now, an' they've foun d out abou t who ther fightin'
one of the squaws. Once behind the teepee, he
ones is. If they 're lookin' fur anything now it's went r ight at work; for he knew that the guards
a straight attack. An' if we only had about six must be Hstenin-g to what the chief was sa ying.
good cowboys with ·us that's jest what i~ would He cut a slit in the tent, the same a s Char lie had
be."
done when he g-ot Arietta out, and then ·he peeped
"You're right th ere, Charlie. • Now, keep youl" through. The girls were there, sure -enough . .A:nd
ears opc,n, and if you can get any closer just use the best pa1·t of it was that they were both quite
your eyes, too."
calm. It was but the work of a couple of seconds ·
Wild now started t hrough the bushes. He was · for him to liber ate the girls, and then, holding his
approaching the camp from a direction that was finger to hi s Ups, he nodded for them to come on.
just opposite to that which ChaTlie and Jim had
"Walk slowly to that pile of bushes yonder,"
come that mor ning. Steadily he went along, care- h e whispered.
ful not to cause the least crackling of a twig. He
Then, while the chief's little speech was holdsoon heard the m easur ed tread of an Indian who ing his peoole's attention, the escape was made,
was doing guard duty. Instead of trying to avoid so far a s the t win sisters were concerned. It
him, Wild moved straight t oward him. Th e next was out of the question to think of r escuing the
minute he saw him th rough an opening in the lieutenant just now. But jus_t t hen t he clatter of
bushes, not mor e than t en feet distant. The Ute horses' hoofs could be h eard in the distance. Wild
was k eepine· a sharp watch. There was no mis- judged r ig·ht awa y th =-t mor e Indians we.re comtake about thnt, for every few steps he would ing.
pause and listen. But Wild f elt that he was quite
"Run straight for that cedar over there. Don't
equal to the task of gettin g past his beat. He
stop under any consideration. I am going to get
kept on going toward him until h e was behind a you out of this all r ight. My friends a r e waiting
bush that was not morn than t h r ee fret of the
there f or vou."
beat the I ndia..'! was upon.
The girls dropped the bla nket s and started at
There were bushes on the oother side, too, for the top of their sp eed, Wild k eeping close behind
the outskirts of the camp was full of them. Wild t hem. The alarm was gi ven right away. They
had little trou ble in reachlng th.ose waiting for
waited until the r edskins turned and wrnt the
other way, and then h e crossed the path he had th~m. J im t ook one of the girls on his horse and
Atwell the other, and they rode off like a streak.
made from w"lking over th e same spot r epeatedly. It was a clever_ t ri ck. but the boy did it. It WHd and Charlie followed, just a s the advance
s Eeroed hardly possible that it could be done with- guar d of th e r edskins under the command of
Bear Face came up. It was not going to be a
out making a sound loud enough to be heard by
the listening brave. But it wa s done, and that long chase, for the ravine was onlv a mile away.
meant that our her o was going to get right into And they had a splendid start, too. But they
wer e not pursued, much to thei r surprise. Our
the camp. Other vuards were ..out, too, and had it
not been that the trees, rock s a nd bushes were so :friends reached the camp in safety, and then they
heard the rattling of firearm s back at the camp
plentiful , Wild might have been ' seen by them.
Once fifty feet away from the guard and _he t hey had left.
"I r eckon Colonel Jam.es has a.xrived," said
moved along· with great er ease. The r edskms
were standing- and sittin g about , talking and ~x- Wild. "Come, boys ! We will h ave t o see the
postulating about t he priso~er at the stake. Wild finish !"
But t h e fight wa s over w hen they got there.
took a look at the face of the lieut enant. It was
very palce, showin·g how fright en ed he was. There The Utes had been whipped to a standstill, and
t hey were being relieved of their weapons when
we1:e , pecks of blood on hfa cheek s, t oo, sho~ ng
t hat the squaws and chilJ ren had been tauntmg they got there. Lieutenant Springn- had escaped
with a slight flesh w ound, so that wound up t he
him.
"I reckon you can stand it a while longer," exciting game that had been played in a few
short hours. Of coui-se, there was a general reth ought the youn g deadshot. "I'll fin d the t wo
girls. They are of t he most importance just joicing at the camp in th e ravine when they heard
-"all about it, but there was a ceTtain gloom, too,
now."
He reached a position right behind one of the for there was a weeping widow there. But such
ragged t eepees. and from there he looked about things cannot be helped. Our friends went on
to locate the one where t he two girls wern con- to their destination without mishap, and afterfined. There was one t r epee that was guarded ward they heard that Li eutenant Springe1· and
by two braves and a squaw. The sauaw sat be- Atv,rell, the surveyor, w ere to m a rry the twin'
fore the openinP· at t he fron t , and the braves were sisters. And so ends the story of the "Uprising
·
walking back and forth before her. In orde1· to of the Utes !"
get behind the t eepee Wild had to cross an open
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
space and run the risk of being seen by -several of
the squaws that were g'ather ed in a bunch, chat- WEST ON A CATTLE RANGE; cir, ARIETTA
tering in their guttural voices. _He looked around AND THE 'BAD' COWBOY." -
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CURRENT NEWS
BIG HOG CARCASS
The 111.rgest hog ever butchered in Saline County
orates the smokehouse of C. J. Insprucker. The
g weighed 1,035 pounds and measured in length
feet 7 inches, girth 7 feet 4 inches and stood 3
eet 4 inches high. Besides making .a fine lot of
eat, 125 pounds of sausage and 42 gallons of
rd were produced.

AKING

CASTOR OIL WITHOUT TASTING IT
Dr. Louie C. Boyd, of Williamsport, Pa., protests to the Journal of the American Medical Association against using milk as a medium for
takinrr castor oil, because this is likely to arouse
a disgust for a most valuable food. He suggests
these alternatives as pref-erable: 1. Hold the nose
and swallow the dose. 2. Hold a piece of ice in
the ·mouth for a time and then proceed as under
1. 3. Put diluted lemon juice in a glass; rub the
rir.d cm the edge of the glass; pour in oil .and a
small amount of diluted juice on top. If desired,
pinch of sodium bicarbonate can be dropped in,
which "'ill make it forth. 4. Put oil in the forth
of soda pop."
To which the editor replies that the objection
is well taken, but, nevertheless, there are many
persons who prefer to take the oil in milk, as the
odor of pure unspoiled eastor oil is so faint as to
be unobjectionable.
A SCHOOL BOY'S PRIZE ESSAY ON THE

ARMY
The New York City station of the Army Recruiting Publicity Bureau has announced the w,innE'r in the public schools of Greater New York
of the nrize for the best essay on "The Benefitfis
of an Enfa,t.Jnent in the U. S. AJ:my," offered by
the ·war DeJ'lartment. He is Max Steinbach, a
sixteen-yea1-old Russian-born puoil of the DeWitt
Clinton h;<rh school. Borough of Manhattan. The
essav follows: "I have sounded my bugle, and its
~hrill notes have sounded in the towns and back~oods and have re c;ounded in the crowdc~ and
busy cities. Oh, the Armv. whose deecls 111 the
,va1:s that I have fought will never be forgotten
by American ~. have sent forth an ~- 0. S., not for
help as one in di~tress, but a call for comrades.
I whose memorable drive at St. Mihiel, the battle
of Argonne Forest, and others, ha.ve made me the
greatest of the great. ha':e opened my doors to the
weak and strong, the rich and poor, the dregs,
the tradeless, and for all who care to enter my
domains and accept me a.s a teacher and benefactor. In my huite melting- lJOt I melt all souls,
and then, by careful training, I wel1 th~m into
one common friE>ndshin. I te<ich Amer1camRr>1 iind
respect for the law. I in,:til in tli.e yout11 patrintism. I g-ive strenJTth to the weak. a h'?C~P for the
tradeless and an education to the amh1hom: nnor.
I sharpen the voung AmPrican's or alien's hl~des
of life with which to !'t,-ike clown the obstacles of
life. The ragg-ed I clothe. the hungry I feed. the
ise I teach. I broaden the caved-in chest of the

city man. I sharpen the brains of the ignorant.
My doors are open, all of my roads lead to a better

and cleaner life. Americans and aliens! Unfortunates and all! Enter my abode, and becom~
hardened for life's struggle."
MELTED WOOD

It is possible to melt wood by heating it in a

vacuum, producing a hard, homogeneous substance. Melted wood was for a long time only a
laboratory curiosity, but it may be that industry
shall presently discover practical applications of
the greatest interest.
.
Now although wood is eminently inflammable it
melts at a relatively low temperature, but in very
precise conditions, and only when it is absolutely
removed from contact with oxygen so that its combustion -is impossible. This may be understood
when we remember ·what its composition is. When
its immediately soluble constituents h.ave been removed by means of alcohol, for instance, it gives
on analysis organic acids, water, oily essences,
silicates, sulphates, phosphates, chlorides and hydrocarbonates of lime, potash, soda .and magnesia,
carbonic acid, carbonated hydrogen, etc.-that is
to say, solely bodies susceptible of being evaporated or dissolved after having co-operated by
chemical affinity in the formation of determinate
substances.
Starting from these data Messrs. Bizouard and
Lenoir, in 1891, studied the problem of the fusion
of wood. They operated in a closed vesel at a
relatively low temperature-that is about .all one
can gather from the records of the period.
Their work was taken up by others, and .now
there is a full operative technic that enables us
easily to obtain excellent results. A metal receiver. a sort of boiler having .a double bottom
through which superheated steam passes, is filled
with bits of wood. It is closed by a lid similar to
that used in automobiles and provided with a tube
and stop-cock communicating with an anparatu!'!
for exhausting the air. When the wood thus kept
in a vacuum is heated above 285 degrees Falnenheit the water and other volatile substances are
given off first and are drawn off by me:.ns of the
exhausting apparntus, after which the heatiug is
continued for about three hours. There then t.ci.ke
place a complex series of reactions and phe11omena an~1.lo11:ous to those that accomuany the distillation of wood in a closed vessel, and in this
w.ay all the so-called pyrogenous products are
separated; these in turn are drawn off, condensed
and separated so th<1t they may be utilized commecrially. There then remain in the receptacle
only the fibrous skeleton of the wood and the mineral sals, which taken together constitute a
fusible mass. This is allowed to cool slowly, cut
of contact with the air. and then placed in a second boiler, which, after the air has been exham,ted, is filled with nitrogen under a pressure of 1.5
to 2 atmospheres. The whole is heated to 1,500
degrees Fahrenheit, for two hours, and at the end
of this time the wood is melted into a homogeneous, hard mass.
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LOST IN FEUDLAND
-OR-

A BOY IN "MOONSHINE" MOUNTAINS
By .DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XVII.-(Continu ed)
"We surely are," replied Fred promptly. "Sister Mercy says yes, and besides ths.t we are a little uneasy as to what may be done with my employer, Mr. Knox, whom we left at your father's.
Both he and his daughter are my first care, and
in this Sister Mercy says yes."
"Well, Parson?" queried Dick. "Will you and
Pony go with us and help us? 'Twill be a mighty
good chance ef we get Malviny, to use them licences, even ef Bad Anse is thar to look on."
"I am with you, Dick, and so is Pony," quietly
responded the preacher. "Heaven forbid thiit I
should aid my brother in this unholy attempt to
keep up a useless feud."
"Let us be moving then," spoke up Brankston,
wl10 had been fretting at these delays. "Your
father, the sheriff, may be besiged in his own
house, and Miss Knox used as .a hostage to make
him surrender her father. More than that1 how
do we. know what hold Bad Anse may have over
your people, through having also Malvina in his
hands?"
"Right you are, Fred. You and the Knoxes
may feel lost up here in· our wild mount'ins with
these feuds goin' on. But you stand by me, 6nd
Diclc Callahan stands by you. Hurrah, men! ·off
we go."
With this mutual understanding all arouru;l they
set off to the right along a road heading towards
the sheriff's, that would intersect the road down
which Cal Dalton had ridden to finally meet Dick,
as has been related. Considering the various reinforcements Dick and Fred had received, all were
uneasy lest too few men had been left at the sherHf's to withstand this sudden and unexpected
detour, taken by Bad Anse after seizing his daughter and Miss Knox.
Instead of striking, with his fair prisoners,
straight for his own home, lt would appear that
Bad Anse thought the chance a good one not only
to regain possession of M1·. Knox, but to seize
•Ji.• old sheriff during the absence of his son and
so many of the Callahan fighting men.
"Here, Cal Dalton," called Dick to this henchman, "you know the short-cuts around here better than I. S'pose you hike on ahead, with two
or three fellers, and watch out fer surprises."
Adopting this plan to avoid an ambush, the
main body kept on by moonlight, at quite a rapid
-nace, Some fresh horses were pressed in, at a
cabin somewhat back from the road, and by that
means enough were supplied to give all hands a
separate mount.
Cal and 'his advance guard kept a quarter of
· a mile ahead of the others. As they progressed
Pi-eel's impatience became more and more proc

nounced. Finallv, when distant shouts and a
rifle crack or two were heard in the distance he
'
set spurs to his pony.
"Here, Branksto11!" called out Callahan from
the rear, where some duty had drawn the deputy
marshal. "vVhar you goin' off to?"
"I must see what is going on," called, Fred,
vanishing at a gallop around a wooded bend in
the road.
"Let him go, Dick," suggested the Sister. "If
I was able I would keep him company, but I am
only_a tired woman, and must lag a little."
"You've a man's spirit, Sister, ef you've only a
woman's strength. But he's a town boy, and he
_
may nm plum into an ambush."
But F1·ed wns wisely cautious, though what had
· first stirred his alarm was that he thought he distinguished a woman's scream amid the first outbreak ahead.
"My horse is a good one," he thought to himself, "for I changed to a fresh one when Sister
Mercy told me, she keeping our old mount. I
must be ve1·y careful- Hullo! Is that you, Dalton?"
The advance were still out of sight, though
Fred was ~aining, when a mounted rider came
charging back at a gallop. Another followea.
To Brankston's challenge, both riders sheered
to the side of the road, and to Fred's amazement
he saw that both wore skirts. l Wer1;. they women? Fred made his horse execute a sharp demivolte in their direction.
"Here, here!" he called. "Who and what are
you two?"
As he spoke he reached out and seized a bridle
of the rear-most one. The other rode past like a
whirlwind, but the one whose rein he had graspfd
uttered a faint scream in a familiar voice.
"Mary-Miss Knox!" gasped Bi·anston, wl10
nearly fell ofi' his saddle in amazement. "Don't
you know me?"
"Let me go-let me go!" shi·ieked the other,
nearly ready to faint.
"Goodness!'' ejaculated Fred. "She don't know
me- thinks I am-perhaps-a Turleyite,"
Hardly knowing how he did it, Fred managed
to check the other horse close to his own, and at
the same time to hold up the half-fainting girl
until she saw who it was that had stopped her
wild fight.
"Oh, Mr. Brankstonl" she cried. "I'm so glad
to find a friend. But we will be caught. Let's
ride on after Malvina-quick! "
CHAPTER XVIII.
Lost in Feudland.
"Is that Malvina?" shouted Fred, meaning ths
other rider who had gone past. "Well, she is
all right. Malvina will dde right into Dick Callahan's arms. We're a strong party back there.
But I wonder you did not meet our advance-"
"They're fightinir back yonder with three times
their number. That was tbe way our chance
came, and Malvina whispered to me 'Let's slip
out.' And-and-befo re I knew what was happening we we1·e skipping."
Sounds from the road indicated the approach of
the main body. Then round a turn some distance.
ahead they saw th1·ee or four flying forms, and
heard another outburst of fireanns.
(To be contini.1ed)
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
MAKES HIS 180TH ESCAPE
Rov Dickerson, charged with aiding in the robing ·of a bank, made wh;oit is said to have been
is 180th escape from jail at Los Angeles when
e u~ed a crude key on his cell lock in the city
rison, climbed up a ventilator shaft and fled.
Dickerson's wife, who is in jail there, said her
husband formerly was a vauaeville performer
aking ,':l specialty of freeing himself from handcuffs and other restraints.
·
TREED BY A BULL
Philip Long, Marsh Balston and F. Freese, all
of Edinburg, Ind., started out the other day to
spend the day fishing on Driftwood River, but
instead spent the most of it in a tree. When crossing a pasture they were attacked by a bull, al!,d
ran to a big tree in the field. They succeeded m
climbing to safety, but weTe cornered by the bull,
who waited the greater part of the day for them
to descend. Finally it strayed a short distance
away and began nibbling grass. After it had
proceeded several rods from the tree, _and while
its back was turned, the men descended m a hurry
and ran, getting out of the pasture unharmed.
OLD BOOTS STILL GOOD

In the spring of 1874 Ed Wilford walked into

Topeka Kan., wearing a pair of calfskin boots
that h;d been made to order for him the year
before by a shoemaker in Wisconsin. Of co1;1rse
he has worn out scores of boots and shoes smce
then but he still wears the identfoal pair of
boot; at times, and they still are in good condition and quite serviceable in spite of fortyseven yeaTs of useful life. Henry Hudson, the
:pioneer shoemaker o; Dougll:s, repair~d them
m his day. The pair of boots cost $8 when
made-to-order boots and shoes cost much more
than factory made footwear,
CRAZED

MAN

SPENDS 174 HOURS ON
WIRES
After spending the night on electric, telephone
and telegraph wires at the intersection of two of
the principal streets, Mobile, Ala., Charle_s Sanders a lineman descended safely ea'rly mto the
arr:is of policen\en who had pleaded with him for
fourteen hours to forsake his perilous perch.
The officers said Sanders was crl:lzed with n8:rcotic;; of which he had partaken at mtervals while
in th~ air. He told the police he believed the
crowds which had gathered to watch him were
bent on lynching him, and he consented to return
to the p.;round only after protection had been promised hi1n.
Electric current was cut off in that section of
the city so the lineman would not be electrocut~d.
While in the air the man performed many thrilling "stunts."

ABOUT TEMPERING COPPER
The Aztecs, Toltecs and Tarascans, it is s~id,
possessed in prehistoric ages the art of tempering

copper. Several archreologists ' and ethnok>!o1sts
of Mexico City now deny they had such lurowledge. Copper axes and knife blades found at
AtcapotzalcQ are so soft they can be cut with an
ordinary pock€t-knife. On the other hand, Tar.ascan copper cutting implements from the Bal;;as
:River ruins in Guerrero were s" hard that they
would turn the edge of a modern knife. Analysis
showed that these different blades were of the
same convosition as the copper ores found in the
respective localities. The soft blades were n .. ade
from comparatively pure copper ores, while the
hard, apparently tempered, blades from Guerrero,
were made from the natural ores which existi;d in
the holls, alloyed with nickel and cobalt; thus
making the smelted metal ( 01· alloy) almost as
hard as steel. Hence the so-called tempering was
due to the natural alloy found in the ore, which
when heated and sharpened gave a hard, cutting
edge. On the other hand, where the ores were
practically pure copper. the implements made
from such 01·es were soft and remain so to this
day.
CROWBARS
RESCUE
HONEY
DEALER
FROM PHONE BOOTH
Henry Bose, a dealer in honey, of Richmond
Hill, L. I., spent twenty-five minutes in a telephone booth in the South Ferry Building, New
York, the other day trying to get a connection,
Discouraged, he started to leave and discovered
that the sliding door had jumped its track and
would not open,
Mr. Bose began to swear. He swore more
like a pirate or a vinegar merchant than ~
seller of honey. But as he was in a telephone
booth, the sti·eam of humanity that passed ig,
nored his utterances as an excusable display of
temper. Mr. Bose began to pound on the door
with his fists. Still the people passed: occasionally an individual in the throng would smile
at Mr. Bose, who, in response, bared his teeth,
but not in a smile.
·
Finally Mr. Bose calmed himself long enough
to write on the back of an envelope: "I can't
get out; the door's jammed." He shoved thls
message under the door into the corridor, as
has been done by trapped heroines in countless
melodramas, and then began to tap feebly on
the glass with a gentle forefinger, A girl ap,
proached, correctly interpreted his pantomine
and picked up the envelope. She carried this
to Policeman Frank Roth, of Traffic A, on duty
outside th,e building.
Policeman Roth went to the telephone booth
with the girl, looked through the glass at Mr.
Bose and rubbed the stubble of his chin reflectively. Mr. Bose was just beginning to swear
again when the policeman went to the street,
enlisted two subway workers with crowbars.
These men, after a brief struggle, pried the
sweltering honey merchant out of his trap, and
then, after tucking. a bit of his silver in their
overalls, thanked him kindly
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such men as Dan Shuler and his lawless confrei:es, and they would resent any indignity offered the chief.
By Kit Clyde.
This Indian was the "shadow of death" r eferred to by the rough cha:racte:r of Tucson.
"He lives in the shadow of death. If he weds
His hatred of Rutherford was deadly, and swift
the Senorita Julia, there will be another widow -would have been the young man's doom if Strong
in Tus:son shortly after that event."
Dan had not advised him to delay the blow until
"You speak confidently, Dan. Indeed, did .we his enemy had led the Spanish girl to the altar,
not know you, we might think that you intended
Strong Dan had an object in view when he beto figure in that bit of widow-making of which stowed this unsought advice.
you speak."
Senorita Julia had 1·ejected his proposals of
Dan Shuler, or Sti·ong Dan, as he was called marriage, and plainly .intimated that her choice
wherever familiarly known, winced .a t his friend's had fallen upon the young gentleman from the
remark, and hastened to say:
States.
"I allow that the senorita once occupied my
Shuler, finding himself baffled, appeared tQ acthoughts, and it might have been said that Dan quiesce in the fair lady's decision, .sind went his
Shuler had found his affinity, but· I guess the feel- · way; but it was not long afterwards that he found
ing didn't amount to anything serious. No, I sh.all Katchewan under the influence of frontier liquor,
not be in at that widow-making. Perhaps I don't and about to hunt his enemy down and administer
like Jim Rutherford; but that's neither here nor the vengeance which had stung his soul so long.
there. Maybe he doesn't like Ban Shuler. That's
Then the advice just referred to was given. and
all rio-ht 1 boys. There's an Indian up the river tl I cran
p~ m· d to lef h'18 r
t'l h
"'
K
at.
c
hewan·,
we
call
hl·,,·
1
Otter·
Tail."
le
n 1
,o ise
c er
evenge un 1 e
named
·
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could make the Spanish irirl a widow.
The group exchanged looks.
Thus Strong Dan hoped to reward her for re"Ottcr Tail will make the senorita a \vidow?" jecting him.
asked one.
.
Well, gentlemen, it was towards the close of a
"I did not say so," Shuler replied, wit~ a mean- true summer afternoon, about a fortni t>"ht after
ing smile, and then, after a pause, he said:
the talk in the bar-room, a young man of prepos"I guess none of you like Jim Rutherford any sessing appearance left Tucson, and walked in a
too well?"
southeasterly direction.
·
"No!" chorused half a dozen voices.
He was dressed in the rather fantastic ga rments
"Thf;n I'll tell you. It was up the river, near the of a Spa!'lish head cattle-herder, though his featforks, last summer. Rutherford was there. We ures proclaimed him an American.
wer e ~itting around the fire when Otter Tail came
Hi s only observable weapon was .q rifle secured
into camp. The redskin was half drunk, and_ at to his back by o. strap that crossed his breast, and
once he began to brag. He was not long lettmg its arrangement told that-he expected to meet no
out the secret of Rutherford's loss of his horses a enemy.
month before. The young follow flew up in a
H e went over a hill that lost the city to his
' passion, .a nd springing to his feet he knocked \he sil!,'ht, and entered a forest rob~d in the beauties
Indian down, right into the fire. I jei-ked hnn of summe1•, and resonant with the songs of birds.
out before he was badly burned, and took him out
Cacti and other plants peculiar to that par t of
of camp."
·
the counti·y were visible at intervals, but he did
"What did the Injun say, Dan?" asked one:
not notice them.
"He was as mute as an oyster for some time;
By looking straight aheact he could discern the
but when I got him to talking he merely said:
appearance of a lot of buildings, which seemed to
" 'To-morrow Katchewan will make the bullet indicate that .a town lay beyond the trees, and
for the white dog's carcass.' "
his eyes lit up with delight as the sight gr ew more
"That meant business," said one of the party.
distinct.
"Of course it did. The Indian hasn't forgotten
Beyond the forest, which was not large, stood
the knock-down, foi- yesterday he showed me the the· hacienda-like home of the Spanish girl who
bum on his shoulder, and assured me that the had incurred t.he hatred of Strong Dan Shuler,
hour of vengeance was near at hand."
and it was the many buildings attached to it that
The foregoJng conversation took place in a bar- attr.acted the pedestTian's attention.
room in Tucson one night.
If the young man, who was none other than
The partles were men of acknowledged desper- Rutherford, believed that his departure from Tue- .
ateness, but who claimed to have that sense of son natl not been noticed, he was deceiving himself·
h011or which curses the Western frontier, and
Neither Shuler nor his friends had witnessed
makes more graves there than the ravages of dis- the quiet, but not secret withdrawal, but the eyes
ease.
of a person who had long thh-sted for his blood
Strong Dan had not exaggerated the . story of were upon him, and his going into the foresf;,.
Otter Tail's chastisement by the young New alone had inflamed a savage heart. ,
·
Yorker, who was quietly making money in Tucson
Rutherford walked leisurely through the wood,
in a legitimate way, much to the envy and annoy- and towards the home of the young girl who had
ance of the rough portion of the community.
promised to become his bride on the morrow.
The Indian had deserved the punishment.
He fear~ no attack, and nevet since the night
He was a sub-chief of some note, and had a few ,.. ar~und the camp-fire had _he th<_1ught that Otter
redeemin"' qualities.
Tail harbored reveni:fe .ag,amst 1nm.
Fire-water was his favorite beverage, and petty
The sun sank rapidly m the west; the stately
thie~ng his frequent occupation.
trees threw the long sha;dows that are the prec_urHe had ingratiated himself into the graces of sors o:f night when all 1s shade; but enough hg-ht
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remained to distinguish objects at a considerable
distance.
It was near the edge of the forest that .a footstep fell upon Ruthel'ford's ear.
He paused and looked back, to see an indistinct
figure moving, seemingly, toward him.
Then the thought of treachery on Strong Dan's
part come over him, and he stepped close to a
clump of bushes, and unslinging 'his gun, determined to watch events.
His figure was almost effectually concealed by
the shadows, and, with eyes fixed upon the figure
gliding forward with suspiciou1, motion, Rutherford stood like a statue of bronze.
Presently the trailer, for undoubtedly such the
person was, grew into an Indian, for plume and
gannents became visible, and the American recognized him.
It was Katchew.an. or Otter Tail, and Rutherford knew thl;l.t the chief was upon his trail.
Closer to the broad leaves of the protecting
plant the hunted man crept, with his eye fixed
steadfastly upon the Indian, whose en-and was no
longer a matter of conjecture.
Scarcely thirty feet from the bunch of maguey
Otter T.ail came to a halt, and looked around perplexed.
The man whom he had followed from Tucson
had to him mysteriously disappeared; the earth
seemed to have opened and swallowed him.
Rutherford watched and enjoyed the chief's perplexity until he saw another figure, pather-like,
creeping upon his trailer.
No sound indicated the second approach, .and, a
moment after the discovery, the young man recognized an Indian, called the Creeper, standing
with uplifted tomahawk menacingly near Otter
Tail.
Otter T.ail, while seeking his life, had been
tracked by a red enemy of his own tribe, and a
forest feud was about to be settled in a startling
manner.
But Rutherford could not stand idly by and see
the life of his enemy taken by a sneaking assassin,
and thE} rifle,which had covered Katchewan shifted
to the figure of his treacherous foe.
A moment later the forest tableau was rudely
broken by the report of the American's rifle, and
Otter Tail's would-be slayer, dropping the uplifted hatchet, fell with a death-cry at the foot
of a tree.
Quick as a fl.ash the chief whirled, to see his foe
in the agonies of death, and to discern a puff of
white smoke curling above the maguey.
"The Creeper hate Katchewan long time," he
said, catching a glimpse of his preserver, and
coming forw.ard as if willing to tl'ust the man who
had stricken the brave.
Rutherford stepped boldly forth. to see Otter
Tail start back with a cry of amazement.
But it was only for a moment.
"Katchewan hunt the white man!" the Indian
suddenly cried, throwing his gun to the ground
and advancin!f again. "He had promised to wait
till Spanish girl his wife; but the evil spirit said,
'No wait! to-day! to-day!' and Katchewan was
on his trail. He hunt white man no more; he can
take pretty girl to his lodge, and Katchewan will
guard it with his life. Injun grateful I Injun
not always a dog!"
With an exclamation of joy Rutherford sei:zed
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the red hand which the Indian chief thrust forward, and there was a fraternal gr.asp.
On the following1day the senorita Julia became
Rutherford's bride, and Katchewan was not fa1·
away.
That night strong Dan reproached the chief and
ventm:ed to call him a coward.
"If Katchewan's love for the white herder is
cowardice he is proud of it,'' was the reply. "Let
no man touch the young paleface and his bride, or
that J11an shall die!"

••
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DEAF GIRLS CLEVER BALL PLAYERS
To watch girls playing ball without the usual
noise of chatter but with an equal amount of enthusiasm, to see the pl.ayers send signals to their
teammates by a quick flash of the fingers and
cove1· each move of the game with keen aggression is a spectacle that would arrest the attention
of even the most casual spectator.
Athletics and gymnasium work in many of the
largest schools for the instruction of the deaf P.re
claiming more and more an active place in the
interest' of the girls, and many of them are showing- most promisi:10- results from their spirit and
work in basket ball, fencing. giant's stride and
other games.
B.asket ball is particularly popular. Signals
are given by a quick gesture, everything depending :µpon the closest attention being given to the
girl who holds the ball and decides upon the next
move.
By one simple movement of the hand a player
can send a ball to one of her mates or express
her scorn at her opponent's bungling. The player
follows the passes and rules of the game by keepmg the eye constantly alert to catch every movement of the opponent.
The rules of the g·ame are so vital to ·the deaf
girl that when she has thoroughly mastered them
she cannot be shaken in her understanding of what
she has learned. Each player becomes so attentive that should a foul be made and the referee
not be quick in detecting if that person would be
routed by the volley of protest.
Athletics are a natural outlet for the energy
of healthy girls possessing all the faculties of
hearing and speech, but to the deaf girl sport at
first rne'.l.ns labor until inte1·est is aro-qsed. It is
an unfortunate fact that in some of the schools
the girls have never received athletic attention in
proportion to that given to boys. At one school
three-quarters of an hour during the week is devoted to the girls' physical exercises, although
the boys enjoy the privilege of at least that length
of time each day. Hanging from the rings in their
gymnasium is a bit of fun and exercise that appeals to these young girls. It,is considered most
excellent for the deaf mute, as it brings into play
those muscles which need strengthening to assist
them both mentally 'and physically. The sensation
of flying- through space, as in swinging, is also a
keen delight.
They enter into folk dancing and social dancing with much spirit anM enjoyment. The vibr.ations of the drum beat"! enables even those who
may be almost totally deaf to keep perfect time.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
LAMB SKINS FROM GREECE
Lamb skins were selling in Greece at the beginning of the present year at 95 francs a dozen,
goat skins for 110 francs a dozen, ½:id for shoes
at 40 francs a dozen, and kid for gloves .at 95
francs a dozen, according to a repoi-t by Trade
Commissioner Mears. Favoi-able terms offered by
American ships are largely .responsible for the
fact that 60 per cent. of these skins are being
exported to the United St.ates.
INDIAN CAVALRY TROOP
Wyoming is to have a troop of cavalry composed entirely of full-blooded Indians. Adjutant
General Timothy McCoy has just returned from
the Wind River reservation, where Shoshone and
Arapahoe Indian chiefs consented to staxt immediately a recruiting campaign for a troop of
National Guard cavalry. McCoy's acquaintance
with the tribal tongues of the Shoshone and
Arapahoes was an important factor in persuading
the Indian leaders to undertake the recruiting
campaign.
HOW ODOR TRAVELS
The rapid propagation of smells noticed in the
open air appears due entirely to currents, since
in small tubes, where currents do ·not exist, _the
rate is found to be very small. Experiments along
this line were first undertaken in England by
Prof. Ayrton, and additional data fr.we been reported in this country.
With ammonia diffusing through a tube a meter
and a half long, over two hours elapsed before
the smell could be detecteJ at the other end of the
tube. Using different lengths of tubing, it was
found that the time required for the diffusion of
the smell was roughly proportioned to the square
of the length. Ammonia and hydrogen sulphide
were used for these experiments. The presence of
ammonia could be detected chemically at a point
in a tube after about the same time as when the
sense of smell was used for a detector. The rate
of propagation of the smell of ammonia was not
markedly different when this had to pass along
the same tube either hOTizontally or vertically
upward or vertically downward. With camphor,
however, while the rates horizontally and downwarcl were about the same, the speed upward was
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about twice as great. The smell given to iron
and brass by rubbing these with the fingers was
also tried, but gave no definite results.
FIND FULLY CLOTHED SKELETON OF
WOMAN
Unsolved for · more than twenty years, the
mystery, surrounding the disappearance of Miss
Carrie Selvage was believed to be cleared away
with the finding of a skeleton in_the private hospital, Indianapolis, Ind., where she was last seen,
March 11, 1900. The coroner found no trace of
violence. She had been a teacher and was 43
years of age.
The skeleton was found by WOTkmen who were
turning the old building into a garage. Clothed
~n a blue dress, it was resting in a sitting postuTe in the corner of an attic. The costume,
along with a pair of felt slippers, were recognized by three brothers of the dead woman. They
are Edward L., William J. and Joseph W. Selvage, members of an old Indianapolis family.
The old building ori.,.inally was an orphans'
home and later was converted into the Union
State hospital. It was at that time Mjss Selvage
entered the institution because of a nervous disease. Some time later it was turned into a
rooming house. The building was of unusual construction and the place where the skeleton was
found, a small corner abo'"t three by four feet,
apparently was a second attic.

LAUGHS
"Don't you think that young man is afflicted
with a swelled head'/" "No," answered Miss
Cayenne, "he's not afflicted with it; he enjoys it."
Rita-Why is Mr. Kodak so glum looking?
Nita-He and Eleanor have just come out of the
dark room, where he had evidently developed a
negative.
Wilson-I lost that fine silk umbrella that I
ca,rried in town to-day. Mrs. Wilson-Oh, that
was a pity. Wilson-Still, there is one consolation. It wasn't mine."
"Yes; he's sure to make a gTand pTesident for
the college; He's had so much experience." "I
didn't know he was a p1·ominent educator." "He
isn't. He was an insu1·ance agent, and he can
coax money out of a stone wall."
Mrs. Housekeep-I don't know much about the
new girl, but she's good-natured mid harmless, at
any rate. Mr. Housekeep-How did you find that
out? Mrs. Housekeep-I notice that she sings at
her work. Mr. Housekeep-That's no proof; a
mosquito does that.
All that's necessary to make a hit with a girl,"
said the man who thought he was wise, "is just
to keep telling her how pretty she is." You're
wrong," replied the man who was really wise;
"you've also f('Ot to keep sneedng at the homell•
ness of her girl friends."
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
A PROFITABLE INDUSTRY.
The farmets of Ottawa County, 0., have found
the tl'apping of muskl'ats a profitable industry
this winter. Fur dealers say that perhaps $250,000 will be added to their bank accounts as a result of their efforts. The muskrats are plentiful
in the marsh lands along the south sho1·e of Lake
Erie. Prices paid for the pelts this yeal' exceed
by far those paid in previous years. Muskrat
pelt~ when dyed and heated are sold by many
retailers as an inferior grade of seal, accordmg to
fur dealers.
A GOLDEN CITY
The Mexican city of Guanajuato, built near the
oldest gol<l mines in the country, was originally
constructed of adobes made of the refuse of these
mines. As the early processes of extraction were
very imperfect, the walls and floors of these buildings were thus full of gold.
Things would have continued thus for an indefinite time, and the inhabitants would have beeu
living yet in these valuable buildings, if the passage of a .railway line near by had not necessitated
the demolition of about 100 houses.
DANCED AMID EXPLOSIVES
Young people of Brest, France, have been
gr.eatly enjoying dances given at one of the large
American barracks near town, and have just been
apprised of the fact that they were "dancing upon
a volcano" while there.
The building was deserted after the American
fo1·ces departed for home: but they left behind
them a large number of cases, which were piled
along the walls by those who found that the floor
was admirably adapted to dancing. On these
boxes were words in English, but the dancers,
not unde'rstanding that language, did not know
that the words were "dynamite," "lyddite," "guncotton" and "detonators."
Police officials who entered the building recently
found the floor' covered with cigarette butts, stubs
of cigars and empty bottles.
WORLD'S FIRST AUTO FOUND
What is said to be the first automobile in the
world was discovered by the officers of the A. E. F.
near Le Mans, France, in the magnificent stables
of the estate of the Marquis de Broe, says Leslie's Weekly. The authentic record of this selfpropelled road car is that it was built (at enormous expense) in 1878. It was used on long rq,ad
trips, and had a speed of about twenty-eight miles
an hour, but the marquis stopped using it, as it
frightened the neighbors' horses!
The car was discovered by officers who were
Invited to the castle by the marquis. It somewhat resembles a stage~ coach in design, having
I\ powerful engine in the front and a chimney in
the 1·ear. It was propelled by steam, ,nuch as our
,steam rollers are to-day.
The small wire railing at the top was intended
to hold baggage while traveling, and it is evident
that the car was fitted up with every convenience

which could be contrived .at the time. The car i.;
now stored in the marquis's garage.
THE FJRST TRADE UNION IN AMERICA
While separate labor unions had their begir.ning in Amel'iCa early in the last century, the
first combination of societies of workingmen o,,
this side of the Atlantic probably dates froi,:
eighty-six years ago, when the general trades
unions of the City of New York had an organization meeting.
01·ganization among American laborers begar
in 1803, when the ship carpenters and caulkers o,
New York and Boston organized. The tailors o.
New York formed a union the same year, and
1803 also witnessed the first industrial strike i, ,
America, when the New York sailors refused t ,:
work. Before that, however, there had been labor
disturbances among the bakers of .New York an,:
the boot and shoe makers of Philadelphia. It
was during the sailors' strike of 1817 and th::,
Albany printers' strike of 1820 that the term;
"rat" and "scab" were first used. From local
unions the 01·ganization of labor progressed unti
in 1850 the first international labor union, that
of the printers, was launched.
The first "martyrs to trade unionism" wen
thrown into jail at Tolpudd.le, Dorsetshire, Eng
land, seventy-seven years ago. They were Jame ,
and George Lovelace, Thomas Stanfield. Jame Hammett, John Stanfield and James Byrne. Thtfirst three men were Wesleyan preachers wh·,
worked as farm laborers on week days anr:
preached the Gospel on Sundays. Their impris ·
onment was due to their r,ttempt to form a unior
of farm laborers to protest against a proposr '
reduction in wages from seven shilling to six shillings-less than $1.50 a week. The landlords weri'
all powerful in Dorset.shire and the "consl)ir
ators" were arrested, stripped, shorn of the:
hair and cast into jail and eventually sentence,'
to seven years' imprisonment; "not," said th,•
judge, "for anything you have done, or as I ca'•
prove you intended to do, but as an example t ,
others.". A monument at Tolpuddle commemorates the names of the "first martyrs to trad .
unionism."
The first demand of labor unions for an eigh•
hour day was made at a convention held in Batt ·.
more, Aug. 21, 1866. This congress also marke1
the first attempt to organize a national federrtion of the various trades unions. national and irternational, then existing in the United States an
Canada. One hundred delegates were presen'
representing about 60 organizations. The dema:o- ·
for the eight-hour day was but an incident in tl
session of the congress, but at succeeding gatberings it assumed great importance and becaw ·
the leading plank of organized labor's platforn·
Several organizations divided the allegiance c-"
organized labor, but in 1881 the Federation <' Organized Trades and Labor Unions of the Unit,- ·
States and Canada was launched, and out of th'
has e-rown the powerful American Federation of
Labor.-Detroit News.
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FROM ALL POINTS
BOYS AND GIRLS IN CANADA OWN LIVE
STOCK
A calf exhibi~d by Glen Campbell. nine years
old, of Chater, Man., won first prize and grand
championship at the recent stock show held in
Winnipeg. The animal weighed 1,050 pounds and
sold for 50 cents a pound, or $525. The second
prize calf, exhibited by Richard Hamilton, aged
ten, weighed 910 pounds and sold for $1.31 a
pound, or $1,192.
"I do not believe that another fifty calves equal
to the first fifty shown in the boys' competition
could be found on the North American Continent," said Prof. Pew, judge at the show.
Boys' and gfrls' clubs interested in the breeding of pure bred livestock recently have been
formed all ove1· Western Canada as part of a
movement to keep boys and girls on the farm by
quickening their interest in farm work. As a result, farmers' children in the prairie provinces
now own hvestock valued at several hundred
thousand dollars.

OUR RHINE SOLDIERS MAKE )IONEY IN
MARKS
The American Army men are watching exchange and doing some figuring for the next pay
day. They are going to be paid in dollars. This
is an innovation in paying, as p1·cviously the men
have bern paid in marks. The change is ordered
to have the men from the fluctuations in exchange, according to General Ailen.
It is a matter of record, howeYer, that the soldiers have profited by specul2tJons in excha~ge
in a way to make Wall Street operators look !Ike
amateur financiers.
For example, a soldier saved $150. sold it at a
bank at 80 marks for a dollar, ·walked over to
the army station and sold the marks fifty to a
dollar clearing- $90 on the transaction.
The' army rates have been fixed arbitr~1ily by
months while the bank rates have fluctuated.
Soldier; were quick to take advantage of this.
The new order is expected to stop speculation, but
the soldiers are watching the market and planning- new financial coups.

1·egion of the Orinoco in South America; the malapte11Jrus, the thrash 01· thundere1· fish, of the
Arabs, a native of the Nile, the Niger, Senegal
and other African rivers, and various species of
skate, found in the seas around Great Britain.
The electrical fishes do not belong to any one
class or group-some are found in fresh water,
while others inhabit the sea. They possrna two
distinct types of electlical organs. One closely
relates in structure to muscle, as found in the
torpedo, gymnotus and skate, while the other
presents n1ore of the characters of the structure
of the secreting- gland as illustrated by the electric organ of the thunderer fish. Both types are
built upon a vast number of microscopical ellemcnts, each of which is supplied with a nerve
fibre.
These nerve fibres come from large nerves that
originate in the nerve centres, brain or soinal
cord, and in these centres are found special large
nerve cells, with which the nerve fibres of the
electric organs are connected and from "·hich
they spring. Yet the electricity is not generated
in the electric centres and conveyed by the electric nerves to the electric organ itself. It is only
produced, however, so as to give a shock when
set in action by nervous impulses transmitted to
it from the electric cen';res by the electric nerves.
There are few dep&rtments of nhysiolo!;"ical
science in which can be found a more striking
example of orgai,ic adaptiveness than in the construction of the electric fishes. In these animals
there are spccial:zed organs for the production
of electricity on an economical basis far surpassing anythinll yet contrived by man. The organs
are either modified muscles or modified glands,
structures which in all animals manifest electrical
propertieP.
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ABOUT ELECTRIC FISH
Certain fishes exhibit peculiar electrical phe11omena of muscles, nerves and heart, which have
given them the name of Electric fishes. These
have the power of giving electrical shocks from
specially constructed and living electrical bat·terics. Our knowledge of their properties has
been increased by measurements made with a
very sensitive galvanomete1·.
There al'C in all about ility species of these
fishes, but the electrical properties of only five or
six have been studied in detail. The best known
arn yarious species of torpedo. belonging to the
skate family. found in the Mcditenanean and
Adriatic seas; the g:w.nm tm:, ::m eel found in the
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GOOD READING
NEW JAPANESE BATTLESHIP
The keel of the battleship Tosa for the Japanese navy has. been laid at Nagasaki. The vessel
will have a length of 700 feet and her displacement will be 40,000 tons. Her main battery will
consist of eight or ten 16-inch guns, ll,nd she will
be among the most powerful battleships in the
world, embodying all essential improvements developed during the World War. Her motive power will be geared turbines, and her designed
horsepower, it is estimated, will be sufficient to
develop a speed of twenty-four knots. She was
provided for by the 1918 construction program,
which included three other vessels of her class,
but it is not certain that these will all be of uniform desiP-n.
~
BEGGED DIME, HAD $1,600.69
Patrolman Lovett heard · a plaintive appeal at
his elbow at Hicks and Congress streets, Brooklyn, N. Y., the other day and turned to find a
rag·gEd supplicant beggin,P'· 10 cents for something to eat. The officer put his hand in his
pocket and then decided to make sure about the
solicitor. He took the man to the Amity street
station, where, according to Lovett, a search revealed 69 cents in cash and $1,600 worth of War
Savings certificates.
The man gave his name as John A. Carlson,
60 years old, no home. MagistratP, Walsh in
Adams sti·eet court held him pending further investigation.
BEAR FOLLOWS MAN
Followed by a bear for two miles in the mountains near McCloud, Cal., was the experience of
John Phillips, who stepped lively until he reached
camp. Then he thought he was safe, but the bear
entered camp also, its face bristling with porcupine auills. These it submitted to have pulled
out by Phillips and others, to its great relief.
Durinn- the operation Bruin was docile as a kitten, but aftenvarcl it showed fight and could only
be captured with difficulty and danger. It will
be kept for a pet.
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Injurious, no dope, poisons. or habit formIng drugs. Guarant,•ed. Sent on trial. If
It cures costs you one dollar. If it fails, or If
you are not perfectly satisfied, costs you
nothing, Write .for full remedy today,
SUPERBA COMPANY, llIZl, Baltimore, Md.
7
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W~RNING
Ill keeping your bowe!t rocular do not
bocome addfoted to weaken.i.J.:.g purgatives
or mineral Juntlve,; just try KOROLAX:

eRfo. gentlo. wholesome, lletzt and i.!On
farthest. Obtainable at busy dru~glsts. ererywbere. Korolax is r.ellet tor many dimenta,
lncludlni: constipation, headaches. dizzy
sp.efl1. belC"hln1. &as, h eartburn, torpid Jher.
bad broatb. ncnou:mess, dyspepsia, !ndigrs~
tian, obesity, mental and physical duJJnesa.

J

BOOK ON'

DOG DISEASES

.
ADOPTED BOY LEAVES
Sixteen-year-old George Wilkinson. who was
adopted by Richard M. Sellers, a steel man of
Wilmington, Del., after long wandering as a waif
of the war, has again been seized by the wanderlust and disappeared.
Wilkinson was born in England of Belgian
parents. His father was killed in the war and
his mother died soon afterward. Left to himself
the boy went into the mine sweepini; service,
sailed to many ports as a cabin boy and finally
came to America.
SLx weeks ago when he passed through this
citv, Mr. Sellers was attracted by his story and
offered him a home. The wan·derer, however,
soon tired of a life of ease and disappeared, leaving a note expressing the deepest thanks to the
man who had befriended him, but saying he felt
impelled to continue wandering.

-

And How to Feed

I;_,..
~merica's

Malled free to &llJ' address by
the Autht>r

Pioneer

H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,

DOI Medicii.cs 118 West 31st Street, New fork

Tobacco

Blindness

Although tobacco does not seem to do any
harm to some, many are injured t,y smokinl\' or chewinl,\'. One serious form is amaurosis, a nervous blindnes -,, Ileart failure,
cancer, nervous breakdown, rte.. are at·
tributed to tobacco. A book tel inp; how to
o,ercome the addiction of smold11p;, cliewlng
or snuff using, easily nnd Qui<'klv, will be
mailed free by the nuthor, Edward ·J. Woods,
TE-103. Station F. New Yotk, N. Y.
-NOW, JAZZ 'EM- UP-;-ioYS !AKEW-AND NIFTY ,ilveiiriol

•
1

=::J

.U
Z-FLUT..;.,eat(~
"-SO·.u.a._,,...orrtc!t

.J

.,.

§

llldt Flul•l'lccolo, pfared loslanfly. ~ sc· IGEITS WAIT&
8TEWART CO., S.ZJK W. '3th St., N, Y, Cl,

NEW THINGS

CET Of;t THE
VAUDEVILLE

~!~·

A folding wire
head Test which
1·an be attached to
the back of a cap
has be en invented f o r the
~omfort of m en
who have to lie
on their bar-ks under automobiles.

An Englishman
,s the inventor of
a mag n i f y i n (
glass to be fastened to a pencil
or engraving tool,
the
help
to
draughtsman or
engrave1'.

For use where
,;;pace is limited a
Chicago concern
has brought out a
th 1' e e - wheeled
g-asoline truck
that c.an be
turned in a
twelve-foot circle.

STACE

I ~il ou howf Ftucfnatfng

'""

ll

_

~

To exterminate
a
grasshoppers
Wisconsin man
has invented a device to be pushed
across a field, the
insects jumping
against a polished
m e't a 1 surface
from which they
s 1 i d e between
rollers that crush
them.
A new folding
camera is equipped with an additional bellows to
be drawn out and
extended beside
the ~gular one to
pern~t accurate
focussing- to be
done until a picture is taken.

sg};;dJfre~v"X,

- ~E!)_§R_!C !.ADELi.E,Sl&.214,JACY.SON.MICH.

BIG VALUE fer IO Ots.

$

0 LD COINS W A.NTED
$2 to $500 EACH PRld for Hundreds ot
Coins riated uefore 1895, Keep A LL ol<I

Money. You mny have Coins worth a

Large Prf'miu1n. Send l0c . .for n(1 w
Illustrated Coin Ynlue Book, size 4x0.
Get Posted at Once.
CLA.RKE COIN CO., Box 35, Le Roy, N, Y.

6 Son~s words and music; 25 I'ictures i.'retty Girls ;40 ·ways to Make
Money; 1 Jcke Book; 1 Book on
Lose; 1 Magic Book; 1 Book Letter
Vv'riting; 1 D:ream Book and For•
tune Teller; 1 Cook Book; 1 Base
Ball Book.gives rnles for games; l
Toy Maker Book; Language of
Flvwers; 1 Morse Telegraph Alpltabet; 12 Chemical Experimests;
Magic Arre Table; Great North I'oic
Gan:l"!; lt'O Conundrums; 3 Pazzles;
12 Gam~E; DO Ver~-es!or Autogr.aph Albums.\ All
th.e above bz m~il for 1,0 eta. and ~ et&, _postage.
Box %0 • Seu th .Norm1lk, CO!ltt.
ROLI.L SALES

co._,

ITT EA

s

Write to Riker & Ki11g, Advertising Offices, 118 East 28th Street, New York City, or 8 So,lth W alJash A venue, C lzicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine.

AIDS TO EF!?IC!ENCY
BE AN EXPERT PENMAN.

HELP WANTED

),;ew device guides your

LADIES WANTED. and MEN, too, to address envelopes t:..nd 111nil advertising matter at home for large
Can ma.ks
mail orUe-r flrms. spare or whole time.
$10 to· $35 wkly. No capital or c:r~-oerlence required.
WRHE THt WO~OS FOR A SONG. \Yo revi~c pocrns, nook explains everything; send 10 cts. to cover postage.
,nitc m::c;lo anct gu,na:.1Lce to t-c~ure 1mbacation. Sub- tHC. \Vard __ Pnb. Co., Ro.x 77, Tflton, N, H.
Brotnlway ::$tudios, lOSC.
mit J)Oe.;)1s on .t1ly subject.
articles. poems fo.r new ma.ga.z:ne.
Ft::'.,f?i;!i,\jfl Building, ?''\t'":.....c'Y:.,o:.:r.::k:._.- - - - - - - ~ - WANT£D--Slor1os,
We p~y on acceptance. Typi:d or hnndwrltten MSS.
ON::'. C :p P EHS. \Yr!tes 600 wordi:. with one. dip. :icceptahle. Rend "!.!S. to Woman's l\ationitl :Magazine.
Se.1uple 5 c.1s. Jacobs. (i~ Seymour St., New Brltain, Df'~k lOSR. Wsshington. n. r.

band. L'orrrcts your \·;ritiug in une wee-le. No failures.
Complete outline !tree. n·rite. Perfect Penmanship lnslitute. 39. St. J.oui~.

Ct.

SECRET SERVICE OPERATIVES AND DETECTIVES
'l'ran] everyEe.rn big money.
are in domand.
Learn thJ~ professio'l Dy
wh<-re. li\t~clnattng work.
Amerlc~u School of
Partif'!llars free.
hC\me studv.
f"!'!rr.'.np!o~. Dept. M. D~trnit. Mich.
BE A DETECTIVE. Qpportunlty for- men and wnme-n
Loµi,. }Io.
t'm· secrd investigation in you1· dlstt'lct. ·wnte C. T.
A$ ENTS--'Marveluus dye son.!>; bdlliant fast color~; Ludw!,;, 521 Westover Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
qui~k:. big p..ofits; $75 we.ekly on re.re~t. orders; women
amazed; buy rl.'{:U}at·ly; Egyptian Q.uetJl Dye ~oan a MEN-WOll'IEN-GIRLS-BOYS over 18 needed to, Govemmf" nt r,os1Uons, $!)2-$150. E.!:perlence unnecessary. Lbt
,.,·onder; tlrf'S silk. cotton. wool one J11lnute; absolute1y
Wdte. Ozment, 149, St. Louis. He
difftrent.; be411tih:.l coJors, light or dark: no bo1Ung; openings Fr'i'O.
wiTI not sraiu hr.nds; perfect reimlts: no e""tperif'nce nee~ C'OnOUl"fPd EXRJDlruLtions.
esst1.ry; all r1r spare time; write to·day; wonderful otl'er; DETECTIVES earn big: money. Tra:vol, be independent.
othn valuable prndufts. _6i..ddress PE"etless Products Co.,
eAsil:v learned. Writ(': .Tohnsofl's Detec-tive Scbo·oI. 232
De1)t. :i05. 61~ \Y. J:.if"kson 11aulevard. Chicago, Ill.
Sh61dou A.<e., (}rand Ra-pld!, Ji,{lch. Desk D.
RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS: Solenclld pay aud
ART AND DEN PICTURES
Unlln1lted. advan~eTravel if rlesired.
expenses.
ORfENTAL DANCER; she (loes real Salome ,viggle,
ment. No age Umlt. 'J..'hree months' home study. Sit..
i;ealed 25 cts. Hamilton Mfrr .. B~rtH~s f'it;r, Iowa.
Pre1u1re for 'P~rmaneryt posttloK.
1uttton R.rran:?ert.
REAL PHOTOGRAPHS. sure to 1>1ease. Send 25 cts. \Vr.1to fot' bool{l<'t C. ~{. 101, St11,ndard Buswess Tra..tnH,m1lton Com-pany, Barne!I f'!rv. Jow::t.
ing- ln:J!ltute, Buf!alo, N. Y.
$5.?.5 FOil P,N EVEl'!lNG'S Home Work. lnstrucUolll._
COINS AND ST AMPS
l O els. .Tohn CT. Halm. Cullom. 1)1.
STAMPS: 105 mixed. incl. China. etc., 2 C'ts.; .Album
Col•
Bost<'ll.
A,
Sta.
20,
Fl REM EN. Brakemen. Baggagemen, $140-$200.
No.
Bullard.
t·ts.
3
pfotures),
(500
orert Porter~. by rn1.lroads everywhett. Experlenco ttn•
FPEE-25 di.ft'. Ca_na.dlan Stamps to aporoval sheet n'eCP!,<i;&;ry. 881 Ry. :Bureau. East St. Louts, Til9.
applicants. RobhuQn, Box 1773. ,vtnntpE'Jr. ('nnl\dn..
FREE, vacket or good stRmr,s to all apvroval appllctmts
MUSICAL
sendlne reference. Mobius Book Etnl)Oriuin. Wim1ipeg,
Man.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We write roua!e,
~ubmlt poems eu
guarantee rmbllsh<'r's a<'reJ>tanct.
FREE. Gel)u!ne .Mexican Dollar bll! with 150 !oret,n
atampa for a dime. K. Nagle, 740 ,veiser, Reading, patrlotism. ·1 0,e or any subject. C"hf'!lt~r llll'.dc Co.• 920
80. Mlchlgan Ave .. Sutto 249, Chic&go, Jll.
Pa.
FREE. 10 Long Civil War Stamps to approval appli- WRITE A SONG-Love, Mother, Home, Ch!ldb.ood,
I comwse musie and
patriotic er any subject.
cant~. Robinson, Box 1773, W1.nnfpeg. Canaclo..
Send words to•da.y, Thomu
guarantee pubHcatlon.
FOR THE HEAL TH
Uerlin, 293 ReaTier Block, Chicago.
G.EO. REYNOLDS, who wetghcct 240 lbs., was cumWe , ..1se poems,
b8rsome, Rillug and uncomfortable, reduced hls wetght WRITE THE WORDS FOR Ato SONG.
secure 1>ubltca.t1on. Subwrlte musio and guarantee
to 176 lbs. at rate ot ono -pound daily by ustng Oil e>f
Bro&dway Studlos, 165C,
Korein. Obtainable at busy drug stores e-,-erywhere in mit poems on any subject.
Fitsge-rald Bu11d1ng, Ntn, York.
America.
THE "FLU" is coming back. Last yes:r lt ldllect more
PERSONAL
Jn a few Weeks than were killed 1n Europe during the
war. Learn how to avoid !t. It costs you nothing. WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We revise JJO&ml,
Write Ro:.: ~82. Victoria. B. C.
write music and gunantee to secure publlcation. Sub•
INGROWING NAILS ANO CHILBLAINS CUBED. No mU. poem! on any subject. Broadway Studios, 165C,.
knife. no vatn. Ro.rnedlos !lo1d on trial, quick relier. F\u,gerald Bulld!llG, New York.
Write Eugene Ea.ton, Dent. 55, Brandon, Orflgon.
MARRY RICH, hundreds anxious. descdptioo lln tree,
sa.tls(actlon guaranteed. Select Club, Dept.. A, Em•
FOR SALE
BABBIT HOUNDS, foxhounds, coon, opossotn, skunk, rioria, Kansas.
Browns Kennels, GET MAIIRIED. Best matrimonial magazine pubU.hed.
squirrel, dogs, s~tters, pointers.
York, I'a.
Malled free. .American Distrlbutor, Blilisvlllo, Pa.
BILK REMNANTS. Largc<l packages yet olTered. Square
of stamped satin free with onry package. 12 ctl. LOWELY MAIDEN, 26, would marry. Wrlto tor 1)4..
ture. Eox 150K, Syracuse, N. Y.
IU&'111, .,hency, Portland, He.

AGENTS

Nails are driv. en through two
boards at once at
an angle and
clinched into the
second boal'd by
an English inventor's box-making
machine.

le!!el•;m. Bjgaat..

ruetr\9cfa. Thirty
The·
yeats exn~r an::e l'tS hoth m~n:\a'er~nd perfonaor,
IUu.etE~ted book, ••All.4.bour,_ Vnude,UJe," FR.ER.
Send 6 eenls poataf;e and eta.to ago and occupation.

AGE'NTS, make big profit sclllnc our e:l:tl'acts. perfumes, cohl crcamg, f"n~a· powdE'rs, st>ices, medicines,
etc.; bu.uliful higll-gracle line: exclu(.'\ive terrltol'y;
Ls.cassiau L'o., Ue{.lt. 259, St .
sa.TllJ)lo sonn fTec.

(Continued)

To Men who

Hitt

I

l2c.••••••o••Y-BIG FuN

BOYS
l:10:'="d>~~:;!.':..~ ~:r.:
A magic trick novelty FRH with esch X Ray.
MARVEL MFG. CO.. Dept. 13. NEW HAVEN. COllN.

- ROWIO MAKE lOYE
(NEW BOOK)Tells how to Get

Acquainted; How to Begin Courtship
How to Court a Bashful Glrl:toWoo a
Widow: to win an Beireu; how to catch
a Rich Bachelor: how to manage your
beau to make him propose;how to make
yOUY fellow or 11:irl love youj• what to clo
before and after the wedd ng, Tel19
other things necessary for · Lovers tc
know, Samo le COE}' b.,- malt 10 eeau.

are Bald or
are Losine

Their Hair

Let me tell you of my own case.

I was almost completely bald, and

all

NEWS NOTES
A new electric
d e n t a l engine
runs on either direct or alternating current or. on
·that supplied by
dry b a t t e r i e s
where no other
supply of electricity is a vai!a,
ble.

I had tried many tonics, lotions, etc.,
The body of an
without ·benefit, I expected to remain ambulance
inbald for the rest of my life.
vented
by
an
But instead of baldness, I no,·, have n Engi1shman f o r
complete
growth
of
hair
upon
my
head.
horses is rnounte&
&OLU. »ooJt ()0,a ~ ~.
iso. l!lonrllk• Cleaa.
This is all the more re.t,ai:kable because on a pivot Eo il
I am 66 years old.
PERSONAL-Continued
c a n be i<lrned
The way that I obtained a perfect . around to enable
MARRY; MANY RICH . Part,iculars for stamp. Md,
Morrison, 3Q.1}3 \'V. Holden St.. Seattle. V\Tash.
hair growth was as simple as it was an animal patient
astonishing to me.
IF YOU WIUH a pretty and wealth.y Wire. write me
to walk out head
enclosing a stamped envelop9 and I wil1 answer.
While traveling I met an old Cherokee first.
I...Ulian :Sproul. Station .R, Cleveland. 0.
Indian
who
gave
me
a
pomade
or
ointMARRY IF LONELY. Most successful "Home Maker.••
Hundreds rich; · conHdentlal; reilable: descriptions troe.
ment to use upon my scalp. Although
A recently pat"'The Successful Clu b," P. 0. Box 556. Oakland, Cal.
my confidence was meager, I used this ented
coat and
MARRY: Names. Addresses. ladies and genpemen deslr ..
rompound.
He
told
me
it
contained
seing early marriage 25 ctB.
Sweetheart s Magaii.ne,
Darnes City, Iowa.
lected components from the Three King- hat hanger which
can be carried in
MARRY: \Vealth. Beauty. Ladies listed free. Large
doms of Nature.
matrimonial l)aoer tree for stamo. Cupid's R egister,
a pocket and atAfter
several
applications
my
lookPhoenix. Arlt.ona.
.ng-glass revealed a slight fuzz. This tached to a n y
MAR RY:
Thousands congenial people, worth from
surface
$1.000 to $50.000 seeking early marriage. description,
developed from day to day to a healthy wooden
photos, introductloas tree. Sea.led. Either sex. Send
no money. Address Standard Cor. Club. Grayslake. 111.
growth of hair. Imagine my satisfac- without tools will
tion in being able .:i.ctually to brush the sus;ain a weight
SCIENTIFIC
hair where there had been a bare scalp I of 60 pounds.
YOUR LIFE STORY in the stars. Send birth date and
Yet it wa3 true. Soon I was able to
dime for trial roadtng, Eddy, 840 East 55th, Ch.icago,
Permanent and
comb it-and I have been able to do so
TT. S. A.. Apartment 7~.
practical memoriever since.
WHAT HAS 1920 IN STORE FOR YO\.I. ZANCIGS
NEW Astrological readlog will tell about buslness,
I traded with the old Indian savant. als w Jam es
Jove, marriage. etc. Send date of blrth. Ask one ques·
obt aining the recipe. It was crude and Watt, who died a
tlon 25 cts. starnDS. Zanclgs Studio. Asbury Park. N. J.
ASTROLOGICAL READING given with Key to Health,
the ointment was almosi; nauseating. So centur·y ago this
worth $1. 10 eta. Joseph Devere, AA, 123 West
I had it modernized, by a practical year, are planned
Madison. Chicago, IIJ.
chemist, holding to the original princi- by a number of
MISCELLANEOUS
ple, and now from the recipe a cosmetic British scientific
pomade is prepared. Men and women and engineering
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We revise ooems,
write music and guarantes to secure pubtlcation. Subhave used it-and many are now doing organizations.
mit pcems on any subject. ·Broadway Studios, 165C,
so. In numerous cas'.!s remarkable re·
Fitzgerald nultding, New York.
sulta are being reported.
An English inKODAKERS : How would YOU like to get a 9x-ll en ..
largemont ot your best negative free? Drop us a card
This ointment contains no alcohol nor ventor's ca rd right now. a.sklnc about !t. Films develoued at 10 cts.
per roll, prints 3 eta., 4 and 5 cts; each. SaUsfa.rtion anything else lhat has a tendency to
board substitute ,
guaranteed.
Ford's Foto Studio. Ellensburg, Wash.
dry the hair, the scalp or the roots.
is made by insertBOYS: 20 latest Hot Alr Cards with blg bunch of
The way for you to prove what it L1g a l a y e r of
magazine-s, prlnted matter sent you fo"t 18 eta., coin
will do for you is to try it. I will mail sawdust between
or stamps. Empire Su poly Company, 24 Norris Ave.,
Pawtucket. R . 1.
you the recipe free of charge. You:- two sheets of paTOBACCO or SuutT Habit cured or no pay.
$1 if
own physician will tell you that it is per and binding
cured. Remedy sent oa trial.
Suoerba Co., PC,
safe and you may obtain a supply from th e m together
Baltlrnore, ?ifd.
th e druggist. Or you may get it from with an adhesive
GENUINE JNDIAN BAS K ETS-IVholesaie and retail.
(;'atalogue. Ollham. Hig:l1Jand Springs, Cal.
me. It is called Kotalko. A proof box material and
BOOKS, PICTURES. Just what you want. Cataloir will be mailed, with the recipe, if you
pressu,:e,
free. Un!ted Sales Co .. RK. Sorlngfield. Ill.
.send 10 cents, silver or stamps, to
ELECTRICAL Tattooing Machlne, $3, $5 and $7. Cat•·
John Hart Brittain, 150 East Thirty.
logua tor stamv. J. H. Temke, 1019 Ylne, K, CinA new pulley
cinnati. 0.
second St., BE-103, New York, N. Y. that per rn
it. fl
FREE. Send 10 cts. for C'Oir' guidd a.nd get old coJn
rhis
is
a
genuine
Hnn')uncement
de!re"'. Durso, Dept. 39 , 2::S }. _ .lb~rry St.. N . Y. City.
gra,lual,
rnid of the lavish phras<c!ology of the sta ,:ting osmooth
MAG IC WORDS. "'in rour lu,ttrt"'s <.lcslre. Copy one
f ma
dime. R. K . Smedley. 152 Mtll-er, .Brooklyn, N. ~Jsual advertisements. bnt it meims ex- chincry
withou 1
1ctly
what
it
says,
and
I,
being
a
busitra
STAMMERING
1ess man of good reputation, stand ting n s m i t ,
shocks from
ST-STU·T-T,TERING and stammering cured at home.
eady
to
_prove
it
to
you.
Instructive booklet free.
Walter McDonnell, llS
a gasoline engine,
Potomac Bar.k· Bldg .. Wnshing-ton. D. C.
has spokes which
TOBACCO HABIT
ai-e resilient and
bend when subTOBACCO KILLS MANLY VIGOR. Quit habit easllv.
Any form cured or no chnr~e. If cured, $1. Stops
jected to surlden
~~;J~gtr~ri:/esieb[uU remedy on trial. Perkins Co.. WARD PUB. CO., TILTON, N. H. pulls.

FORTUNE IN FUR RABBITS

Turn your backyard and
spare time into $$$$$. We
furnisb registered breeders
and buy yonng stock $ti to $10
pr. Big illustratecl book,
"~uccessful Rabbit Keeping,''
contract, ek .. l0c.
MEEK & COt;J:lT, 5100 W. ll[adison St ..
.
CHICAGO.

Ii(

Earn Big Pay
Fascinating Work
Get into this fascinating new Finger Print

profession. Big sa.Jaries, rewards and fees
are paid to men who are trained in this

modern, scientific method of identification.
Finger Print E:sperts are needed by govern-

ments, corporations, police departments, and
other institutions. Learn in your spare time
at home to fill one of these big jobs or go
into busine"s for yourself as a Finger Frint

Detective.

WILD WEST WEEKLY
- - LATEST ISSUES - -

905 Young Wild West as I\ Prairie Pilot; · or, Arietta
and the Broncho Queen.
a ying Down tne Law; or, The
l)()(l Young Wild West L_
"Bad" i\Icn of Black Ball.
907 Young Wild West'ii Paying Placer; or, Arietta's
Lucky ShOt.
008 Young Wild West's Double Leap; or, Downing aDangerous Gang.
909 Young Wild West After tbe Mexican Raiders; or,
Arletta On a Hot Trail.
910 Young Wild WeRt and the Navajo Chie!; or, Fierce
Times on the Plains.
011 Young Wild Wetit Chasing the Horse Th!e,•es; or,
Arietta and the Corral Mystery.
912 Young Wii(l West and the Mine Girl; or, The Secret
Baucl of Rllver .Shaft.
913 Young ·wud Wes't Exposing the Express Robbers;
or, With Arietta In Gold Dust City.
914 Young Wild West and the Cowboy Trailer; or. The
Ranchmnn's Re\1eng-e.
m;; Youug- vViJcl W est anti the Missing Scout; or. Arietta n nrl the lllacl man.
016 Young \Vlld West Doomed to Death; or, .Arietta and
the Rifle Queen.
017 Young Wilcl West on a Golden Trail; or, The Mystery of 11-Iagic Pass.
For so.le by all newsclealers_. or Will be sent to an:,
acldrcss ou receipt ot 1lrice, 7 cents per co1,y, in n1oue.v
or postage stamps, by
HARBY E. ·woLFF, :Pub., 166 West 23tl St~ N,iw York.

Book FREE ~~:r~~7~/~ottc, r~~W."!ft!t~~
how yo:u can
this wonderfully interesting work and
eMlly qualify. Rlrht no,\' we are making an &maz ...
FREE COURSE !n Secrot
or
Ing special
Service. Be promJ)t before this great otre.r is with•

otror

dra.wn.

a

Send vosta.l to-day.

·

UNlVERSITY OF APPUED SCIENCE,
Dept. 2584, 1920 Sunny1ido Ave., Chicago, Ill.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOK
No.

1,

NAPOLEON'S

ORACULUM

DREAi\l

ANO

BOOI{.-Containing the great oracle of hnman destiny; also tlJe true meaning of almost any tl11rl of
<lr<•:tms, togetlJ~r w.th charms, ceremonies, and curious

ga1nes of cart.ls.
N.o 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great bool< o!
magic ancl card trkks, containing full instruction on all

tbe lrading (,ard tricks of the day, a lso the most popular

A Valuable BookBrings Bigger Pay
Do you want to incrcasB J/Ot'" income
by home study in ,our spare time?
,ve ha~e just uubllshcd a new catalog
or home Bel/ helps that will show you
bow. No matter what :vour line of,work,

\
!

'

you will find in OUT FREE CATALOG
of self-help books many valuable suggestlous as

to how you ca.n easH11 increc.se your iucom.e.

Espeelally valuable to all interested in Electricity,
the Automobile, Machin& Shop, Carpentry, Paint·
Ing-. Farm Mechanics and Machinery, Gas aud

Steam Engineerinu, Ratlroadiht or Modern Lan•
guaaes.
Sont ABSOLUTELY FREE. A l)Ostal
will bring Jt. Send for your copy no\O.
FREDERICK ;J. DRAKE & Co.

1018 Michigan Avenue,

Chicago

magical idU:iiOnt: as Pt·rfc,r11H·d IJ~.,. our lending- magi.t.'ht11li; c·vt.:1·.v boy !ih 0 uld nlltuiu a copy ot this lrnol'-.
No. M. HOW TO i;·},IRT.-'l'he arts and wiles ol

flirtation are fully expJalnNl b.v tllis Httl e hook. Besicles tho vurious n1ethocls ot handl,erchic·f, f:tn. glov<',
parnsol, wirnlow and bat flirlation,lllt ~ontaiU,; a full list
of the 1ilngmtge and sentim<'nt of flowers.
:No. 4. HOW ·ro DANCE is tbe title of thi~ little
hook. 1t <'"lllalus full iu st ruc-tlons in lhc art of danciug,
e-tiqnette in tile IJallroom and ut partlel<, how to dr~ss,
and fu 11 directions for calling off in all r,opular square
•

<lances.
No. IS.

HOW TO l\lA.KE LO\' E.-A C'llllPlcte guide
to love, courtsliip and n1ar1·iage, gh·ing scnsihJc,, :tflvice,

rules and etiquette to be otJserve<l, with many curious
i11tci-eati11g tbings not generally known.

and

No. 6. HOW TO HECOME AN ATHLE'l'E.- Giving
full Instructions for the use o! dumbbells, Indian clubs,

parallel bars, horizontal bars and- various otbcr methods
of developing a good, healthy muscle; containing over
sixty illustrations.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsom~ly illustrated and containing firll instructions for the manar.rement ancl training- of the canary, mockingbird, b&bolink,
blackbird, paroquet, parrot; etc.
No.

9.

HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-

By Harry Kennedy. Every intelligent boy reacl!og tbi.1
book of Instru ctions can master the art, and create any
amount of fun for himself and friends. It 1s the greatest book ever published. ·
For ~ale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any

address on receipt of price, lOc. per copy, or 3 for 25c.,
In money or postage stamp•, by
FR-ANK TOUSEY, Pub., 168 West 23d St., New York.

Oh BOYS ii FLIES {1l~&~~
Looks lite a real Plane In

air. It glides gracefully aa
a bird. Will fly from 50 to
160 feet, depending upon
opera.tor. Great •port
can ba ltod ,vltlt It. Can
be used indoors al!o. Jt is
beautifull.Y marked in color&, Red, White a.nd B'Jue.

2~il~o~l~B!~~f~t;o:~1to~~~:::~:~."l'/J!.~~
Pnre
.Sew Jin.yep, Con••
:UAU\'EL MF<;. rn .. n.nt. C'-

SCENARIOS
B3· JAMES P, COGAN

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 35 Cents Per Copy

'.!'bis book contains Sixty Lessons, covering e,·ery phase
of scenario writing, from thP. most elemental to the most
advanced principles. It covers everything a person must
know ln order to make money as a success!ul scenario
writer. For sale by all News-dealers and Book-Stores.
or, Address
L. SENABENS, 219 Se.-enth Ave., New York, N. T.

